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We the emergency polio cam-.
urn coming up the weekend of
e 21st, the question may come
as to what is going or in the
eld of research which is all
Id for by the 'March of Dames.
he amount of money spent is
taggering. but it la paying off in
preventive for polio.
ere is the fire phase in the
esearch program,
rom April 2ti, 1954 t:t July 1(,
954 here is what hat:Tamed. 025,
children received three in-
ections. About 425,000 received
accine developed by De Salk of
tttsburgh. About 200.000 of them
received a control substance known
to have no effect. Ane about
1200,000 other children were used
as observed controls with health
records used for study and COM -
parison.
Here Is 4he seeond phase in the
research program.
A foliowup and evaluation will
take rlace - this summer and on
into 1955.
Grant. approved thus far evalua-
tion study include $516.000 to 18
laboratories who are peocessing
and studying blood samples. $72,-
go for doing a series of mu.sels
examinations over a perico of two
months on all reported polio cases
in the test groups.
Total in grants for the evaluation
study, almost $1.500.000, a't a part
of the 17.500,000 .cost of the V A.C-••
eine trials.
So you can see what has been
done with a lot of ti', money
contributed in January.
The research cost millions, the
pool e: who contracted pclio last
year and this year have to be
cared for. Patients from previcaua
years still need treatment. That's
the story in a nutshell.
Boone Launday has a new paint
Job.
Irvan Jackson of Murray route
two was in yesterday an said
it juut sprinkled on his plaCe North
of Murray. Said he epfireciated
even that, however.
L4roy Harp In
Army School •
Emit Leroy Harp, son of Mr.
and Mrs. D. C. Harp, is a student
In the military motor vehicles
school at Fort Benning, Georgia.
Harp arrived at Fort I4enning
e last May and entered the Army in
March, He attended the Murray
Training School and attended
Murray State College one year.
He WAS half owner in a Gulf
Service station for some time be-
fore he entered the Army.
— -
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bouinwese seentucay rarriy
cloudy today, high m ale 80s.
Much cloudiness with chance of
scattered showers tonight and to.
morrow. Little change in temper-
ature. Low tonight 70.
TEMPERATURES
High Yesterday
Low Lea'. Night
LAKE STAGES
Savannah  350.2
Perryville    35e.3
Johnsonville   356.3
Scott Fitzhugh  356.9
Eggner's Ferry _a "350
Kentucky H. W.  356.11
Kentucky T. 302.5
90
67
Fluct.
Rise 0.4
Stand
Rise 0.1
Rise 0.1
Rise 0.1
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OTING LIGHT1 IN PRIMARY ELECTION TODAY
 DR PPARD IN FUTILE PLEA FOR FREEDOM4"sekkv if Clipping, Rabbits, Ball,
ilding, 4-H Projects
By J.  Afield
Assistant Couity Agent
Calf clipping has been going
strong again this week and down
Hazel way Wednesday, we turned
them out on a wholesale scale.
Jimmy Thompson took his two
Jersey heifers over to Walter Ice
and Howard Steeley's, so with
their three added, the hair really
'flew for awhile. Messrs. Paul
Blalock (4-ifi leader) and Otley
White, after spending most of the
day bent over tobacco suckers,
came 'over - and --worked. ein the
Polio Case Is
Diagnosed In
Calloway
One case of Poliomyelities has
been diagnosed in Calloway Coun-
ty 'according to Dr. Robert Hahs.
Jerry Spiceland, age 10, son of
Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Spiceland, Jr.
of Murray route five, is at the
Murray Hospital with what has
been called a mild case of polio.
Dr. Hahs said that one other
case is in the county. however it
originated in Benton. Cleos Hend-
ricks, three year old girl from
Benton Is also at Murray Hospital
suffering from a mild case of the
disease.
LOUISVILLE •SR. The atata.
case total for polio stoed at 182
today and state health officials be-
lieve the chance of a polio epi-
demic striking Kentucky this year
is diminishing
State Department of Health of-
ficials said the case total • is still
far less than what woull be con-
sidered an epidemic !exec The
only county in Kentucky where
cases have reached an epidemiT
total is Jeffeason, where ta cams
and four of the stete's eight
deaths have been reported.
A check of polio case accords by
state health officials strewed that
270 cases and 25 deaths had been
reported by the first week of Au-
gust in 1952. the 'worst Polio epi-
demic year in state history.
Last year. a total of 171 cases
and 13 deaths had been reported
in Kentucky by this time.
Officials said it was too early
to predict, when a peak will occur
in polio cane this yes- During
the 1952 epidemic. the peak oc-
curred in September.
July and August are temally the
months in which a large num-
ber of polio cases occur
_Jefferson County health authori-
ties said that a. totals of 73 ,cases
had been reported up to today,
Including those reporter' during
July.
State Department of Health rec-
ords showed that cases reported
for July so fa" this week totaled
5 in Pulaski County; 3 in Bullitt,
Powell and Wayne; and 2 in Fa-
yette, Barren, Christian and Shel-
by counties.
Other cases reported al far this
year have come from 27 of Ken-
tucky's 120 counties. indicating
that polio is not widespread in the
state this year. Cases were wide-
spread during the 1952 epidemic
i year.
Cubs And Yanks
Are Winners
The Cubs beat the Cards Ian
night 7-0 as Buchanan allowed only
one hit. Brewer, pitchine for the
losers, allowed three hits
Harris drove in four ruts on two
doubles and Goodwin slammed out
a horner.
Carraway got tHe lone hit from
Buchanan.
In the second game, the Yanks
defeated the Reds 9-6. Fitts pitched
for the Yanks and Young went
all the way for the Reda. Farris
got three hits for the winners and
Roberts and Workman got two
each. The Yanks got eight hits
and the Reds four.
The regular Tuesday schedule of
the Little - League will 1m played
next Friday.
fice.
Four games were played during
the last week. Scores were as fol-
lows: 6
Kirksey 17.... Coldwater 8
NBy DAVE KIRSH BLATT
-'211e• KII-.1014011ALYI-AS-11,1•4111111aM-Prom-41610.
to take over t an a e
teams. Alino is organized but is . MONTREAL ala - A govern-
without an adult maneger. and
Hazel hasn't been able to get oi-
ganized.
It was never intended that teams
would be managed by our office.
as I feel that they should find the
backing and leadership in 'heir
own communities. Baseball is a
very small part of the 4-If pro-
gram, and I could not manage
teams even if it were right foe me
to do so. Since I don't manage
them, in fairness, to all concerned
when two teams play, I should
not assign nor substitute nlayea
during a game. That is the man-
ager's job; in the absence of a
manager, it falls on the captain
who has been elected by the other
calves two and a half hours. We
must sell them on the idea of
joining the barber's union Mr
would they qualify for the hair-
dressers' union, as the calves were
heifers?), so they can collect over-
time. Men like them make Callo-
way County such a good place to
live and work.
There are some members who
will be showing at Mayfield on the
16th who couldn't make the Men-'
ray show. If you need to do some
clipping, call or write me early in
the- week, and - I'll - ,etinte. tot: .11
your calf is wild, you must filen-
ish my bandages: otherwise the
work is free, of course.
Donnie Chapman and Hugh
Pritchett of Dexter are out of a
project, having sold their hogs
from last year. I suggested aabbits
to them, and quickly got away be-
fore their parents found out about
it. Seriously, though, where space
is lacking for a livestock or crop
project, rabbits may fill the bill
quite well. If you can't sell them,
you can • always eat them, unless
they all become pets.. In planning aa
housing, however, be sure to in-
clude provisions for - expansion.
They usually need it. We have
information on rabbits at our of-
Autopsy Will Be Performed
Almo
Dexter 11 
„. Lynn r=le 1: 
On One Of fiamous Quintuplets
Dexter also beat Concord, but '
the score was lost
WEARING HIS NECK BRACE, Dr. Samuel Sheppard confers with his attorneys, William J. Corrigan
(left) and Arthur E. Petersilge (middle) at a Common Pleas court hearing in downtown Cleve-
land, where his plea for a writ of habeas corpus was refused. Dr. Sheppard, held on a first degree
murder charge in staving of his wife. Marilyn. thus lost an effort to win freedom. Internetionoll
No Physk4an Called
Dr. Rosario Fontaine, a Quebec
provincial government medico-le-
gal expert, was ordered to perform
the autopsy after Coroner Jean-
.eligible members In their clubs. Louis Taillon issued a death cettle
We are not jiist building teams; ficate was "the cause of death to
we are trying to build boys. be determined."
An inquest Friday night failed to
establish. the reason for the young
girl's death. The inqnest was -
quired by law because Emilie died
while not under a doctor's care.
since she was three years old. As
recently as last month she wag
found wandering the streets of
Montreal in a daze. -
ment physician performs an autop-
sy today to determine the cause of
the sudden death of Emilie Dionne
shyest of the famed quintuplets.
Emilie was found dead in her
bed Friday at L'Accueil Gal The
Happy Inn, a rest home operated
by the Oblate Sisters of Immaeu.
late Mary.
She had made application to join
the Catholic order and was serving
her probationary petiod at the
time of her death. She was 20
years old.
Sister Cecile Beliveau, one of
tae nuns at the institution at Ste
Apathe. Que., said Emilie, always
in frail health, suffered two faint-
ing spells Thursday night and one
members. 'trust that any who have
not been given an oppottunity to e
i Friday, morning.
She lost consciousness three
'
play during a game, will not give times," Sister Cecile said. s "The
up, but rather come back end try last time she never regained it.'
&mother time when the manager is
present. We intend to do what we
can to find managers who will
give everyone a chance, and I
will furnish them with a 1M of
City Schools
To Open On
September 7
---
Schools in. the, Murray District
will formally open on September
7, according to W. Z. Carter,
Superintendent of City Schools.
Registration and ask of 'books
and supplies will be tteld on Mon-
day September 6, Labor Day, and
regular classwork will begin on
Tuesday at Murray High, Murray
Grade, and Douglass.
All teachers and staff members
have been elected and contracts
are being prepared, Cater said.
New members of the faculty at
Murray High -are Guy Lovins,
sixth grade, and Mrs. Frank: Ryan.
a section of the third grade.
Pauline Ratliff has been employ-
ed to teach at Douglass.
The buildinas have been repair-
ed and redecorated during the
summer by the regular crew of
six maintenance men, Mr. Carter
reported. Some new furniture, and
equipment has been purchased
for Murray High. At 'Douglass
High, new desks, shop power tools
and a new hot water systern has
been installed.
Large enrollments are expected
at both schools Carter said:-
f
Said She Was Lost •
At that time she told police she
became lost while on her way to
Quebec City to visit her sister
Marie. who quit convent life last
month because of her weak physi-.
cal condition and homesickness for
her sisters and family.
It was not known immediately if
Emilie's deeth had any conneetem
with the illness that cauaed her to
become suddenly dazed in Quebec
City.
Fenilie and her famous sisters
had observed their 20th birthday
only two months ago, but .111 were
away from their Callender, Ont.,
home at the time.
Emilie and two of her sisters.,
Annette and Cecile, were at the
Institut Familiel in Nicolet, seam?,
where they were all taking a
course in domestic ecience. Yvon-
ne was studying art at the Notre
Dame Congregation in Montreal
while Marie observed the day in
the Quebec' City convent where
she had, become a novice ' only
fours days earlier.
Sisters Heartbroken
At Corbeil, Ont., the four sur-
viving Meters were reported heart-
broken.
. "They'll never be the same
-
 -eerseitsee==111..
. _
• apermeeinoweerawseate
•
%AL a close friend said,efaida-eataasar. aalsaia
badly." the girls' father, Ghee
Dionne, said, "It's a terrible blow.
especially since we had -so hele
warning." , •
Dionne, 50, said his wife. Liars',
48, was bearing up well under the
shock.
A family friend said this WAS
the first year. the. quinta had. _betel
separated.
"I noticed a change in them even
with the separation," he said
"and I doubt they'll ever be the
same again now Emili's gone for-
ever." •
F,milie's body, brought he-re ear-
ly today from. Ste. Agathe, the
Laurentian Mountain retreat
where she died, will be taken
later today to Corbeil, near the
Dionne family home. She will be
buried MencLa• y.
Joe Garland
Passes Away
At Sixteen
Funeral servics were held last
Saturday in the Memorial Baptist
Church for Joe L. Garland. age 16,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Lester
Garland.
Joe passed away quietly in his
sleep' at the -Murray Hospital
after an illness of thirteen years.
lie had 'been a paTint et -UM,
hospital for the previous fav.e
weeks.
Joe accepted Christ as his Sav-
ior at the age of eleven years
while; he -was attending the Oak
Grovg. 'Baptist Church. Whenever.
it was possible,. he attended Sun-
day School and Church. lie was
a member of the gunday School at
the Memorial Baptist Church and
was in the eighth grade at Melilla.
High.
Due to a long stay at the Van-
derbilt Hospital,. Joe was able to
attend school only two weeks last
fall. After a Serious operation, he
seemed to improve, but this hope
was not long to continue as he
gradually grew weaker after
Christmas. He returned to the
hospital, first at Vanderbilt, then
to Murray Hospital.
In addition to his membership
at the Memorial Sunday School.
he also attended Training. Union
and as a membei: of the Adonireire
Judson chapter of the Royal Ama
basiedore at the church.
The Garland family expressed
their appreciation to their many
friends who aided during the long
sickness and deal of, Joe,
City Council
Meets Here
Last Nig
The Murray City Covecil met
last night at 7:30 with council-
men present except Gaylon Thur-
man and Hs W. Wilson.
Very little business war attended
to last night, with routine matters
being discussed.
A et-presentative of the comp-I:my
which furniahad parking meters to
the city was heard on pramositians
for replacement of panicle meters.
He was told that a checi- of park-
ing meters weuld be mit. to see
hem; many, if any needel replace-
ment. ,
- lefigthy dist-meg-ion- vers -held
on the city automobile stickers, k
strong effort ha; been ai.ade by
city police to nfarce tee ordin-
ance on the purch..se of the sti.is-
ers.
City ,Glerk Charlie Grogan pre-
sented a list of namea m'crn from
the tax lift. who had net purchased
the sticker.
These persons will be contacted
ha reference te purcheaMg the
sticker
Murray Hospital
Friday's complete record follows:
Census '
Adult Beds
Emergency Beds
Patients Dismissed
sa
19
Patients Admitted ' - a
New Cilizerts . , 3
Patients admitted from Wednes-
day 4:P.M. to Friday 3:00P.M.
Mr. Ewing R. Wilkinsen. Route,
8. Murray; Mrs. Wilburn Hurt.
Hazel; *Mrs. Houston Lax, Route 2.
Hazel; Mr. Robert Very MeCuan,
Route 1, Farmington; 111-. Edward
0, Chadwick,. 10 It 1t1t St., Maim
ray: Mr. Durward Bennett, Rorer.
2. Murray; Master Alvin Benda:A-
aron. Maple St., Benton:a-Mrs, Reeas
Smith, 1220 W. Kirby, Ftetreit,
Mich.: Mrs. Bobby!... Lockhart ami
!baby boy. Route 1 Mine; M-s,
Thomas Watkins, Route 4. Benton;
!Mrs. Robert Burkeen, route 1.Dexter; Ws. James K. Hutson ardi baby boy, Route. E-- Golden Pamela
I Mrs. Carrot Martin Ropers andbaby girl. Routell, Murray; M I' c .Herman Lovias. Route 1, -Alma:
Mrs. Herbert Brinn, Route 2,
Murray.
— a-----•
THE RIGHT ANSWER
NASHUA, N. H. - al - . Daniel
Maguire, charged with making an
ill. gal left turn, avSs• asked by
Judge Rohe Degasig if he had any-
thing to say. "I want to s- y the of.
Ger was alert, vigilant.. eml he did
his duty." Magune replied. .lhe
charge was filed.
CO r'Y FACIE!) —Co 
PY F4 17F9 — Cea lY 
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Little Interest Is Evidenced
As Few Voters Cast Ballots
Voters turned not in small num-
bers this morning in a primary
election that. according to most
voters, has a known conelusitan.
This polls opened at 6:00 o'clock
Embittered "Enoch
Arden" Captured
LEXINGTON, Tenn. - An
".F..actel Ardata:' .iCetee 
veteran ad.-Heed after his capture
that As, ',4•Lard up'!, a-f!lIft battle-
which killed one police ()Meet and
critically wounded another.
James Cogburn, 32, hi a brother
Roy, and another companion
James Chadwick. 38, weao tracked
down and captured late Friday
hours after the shooting at the
Henderimn Cratinty court house.
Police said Patrolmaa Arthur
Gurley was killed and Poke Chief
Clovis Stanfield wounded as they
and other drug's approached to
take two pistols Cogbilen wore dur-
ing his unsuccessful race for
sheriff.
Coeburn. who had sun a poor
third in the Democratic primary
themp iess before, told ofecials ne
theught the election hen been
rigged against him and feared the
approaching officers ailment trou-
ble."
'1 guess I just opened up," he
said.
The agenplay caused about 150
1-446 -ifirii'afing. (in taie. courf
house lawn to talc.) ever. one
witness said.
As Gov, Frank Clemert ordered
highway 
-pat! -Amen the: eghout a
100 mile radius: to join e hunt for
the heavily armed men meny Citi-
zens erred themselves._ Numbers.
of them were quickly sev'orn in. at
special deputies.
Coeburn became one e• the na-
tion's publicized "Enoch Ardea"
husbands'ef the Korean war when
he returned from a Communist
prison camp and found his .wife
Ava Nell, believing him dead, had
married James Hein. Site after-
ward divorced Cogburn ard remar-
ried Hern.
this morning, but few people were
on hand to cast their ballots.
At 10:00 a.m. cnly 47 persons
had voted at the city hall precinct
and only 25 had voted at the
sherifias office,' precinct number
one.
Estimates at voting in thc coun-
ty range from 1000 or 2000
of the lightest turnouts in recent
voting history is expected.
LOUISVILLE, K.y. - Ken-a.;
tuay voters cast ballots today in
a pi-japery 
_electiena. Sure.. to ,midee
former Vice President Athena W.
Barkley and Sen. Jelin Sherman
election to the U.S. Senate.
Neither Cooper on the Republic-
an ticket nor Democrat 13arkley
has more than taken opposition
from political unknowns. Their re-
spective nominations will set up
what promises to be one of the na-
tions keenest and most closely
watched election battles in' Novern-
ben
• The only prima-e- contest at.
tracting much interest is in the 8th
Congressional District, the statea
only solidly Republican, district,
where six. canidates seek nom
ination for the seat left vacant'hy
retirement of Rep. James S. Gold-
en. 
a
The nomination is unusually vgl-
uable in that it means almost
certain electien to a lifetime ,eb,
if the winner so desires. This dia-
tract has a long tradition of re-
turning its congressmen to office
about as long as they care to ime.
The canidates are: W. Howes
1,:tentle. a former represerite*se
from the 7th District; Eugene Suter
a lay Baptist preacher; state Sen.
Ed. P. Warringer: Daniel Boone
Smith. commonwealth's, attorney
of Harlan County: state Railroad
Commissioner Pleaz Mobley; anc
Granville Thomas. of Hadar
County.
Poplar Springs To
Have Revival
- -- -
A revival will begin Sunday
August, 8 at the Poplar Springs
Baptist Chureh with Rev Nor-ran
Culpepper as the evangelist.
The public is cord: i'ly invitea
to attend.
This Week's Balance Sheet
In The Hot And Cold War
By CHARLES M. AlloGAINNI
United Press titan Correspondent
The week's rood and bad new':
on the international balance sneet:
The Good
1. In what Secretary of State
John Foster Dulles called a tri-
umph of good will and diplomacy,
the Iranian oil dispute was aet-
tled. The British oil holdings
Which Iran nationalized will be
operated by an trilernatidhal com-
bine under a 25,-year agreement.
Last week's arrarreement for Bri-
tish evacuation of the Suez Canal
Zone removed one serious danger
spot in the Far East, The Iranian
agreement removed another. It was
a big defeat for Soviet Russia'
which had hopes of moving into
Iran.
''2. "Fireball" French Premier
Pierre Mendes-France offered ter-
rormisIden Tunisia a program of
limited self-government. A Nation-
alist leaded wail named premier.
Violence subsided at once. There
was hope that chieftains of the
Nationaliet Neo-Destotar New In-
dependence party might join in
The rOVOrnment Mendes-France
announced also that he hopes to
put the European Defense Com-
munity treaty before Parliament
for ratification before the end of
the month.
3 The United .States presented
to the United Nations a series of
six principles desianed to /strength
en colt-active getidln against aggres-
sion. The American proposal em-
phasized that the greatest number
of U.N. members possible should
make military as well as other
Contributions to any nction against
an aggressor. Presideht Eisenhima-
er, in a_ press conference, made
it plain that he intends to go ahead
with his plan to turn atomic ener-
gy to peaceful purposes despite
Soviet Russia's refusal to cooper-
ate in an "atoms for peace' pool.
The Bad
1 • Authorities in Washington
started to pay attention to Chinese
Communist threats to "liberate"
Formosa, the island bastion of
Generalissimo Chiang Kar-Shek'S
Nationlist government. Gen. Chu
Tehh... the Red Chinese commander
in chief, said in Peiping that "ro
long as the brigands of Chiang
Kai-Shck are not completely wiped
out, so long as Formosa is not.
liberated, our task of liberating
the whole of China can nut be
considered completed', Red Chin-:
ese Premier-Foreign Minister' Chou
Eh-Lai, returning from Geneva,
accused the United States of mak-
ing Formosa "a military spring-
board for continuing aggression
aaeinet China."
2. Dissident Guatemalan army
units staged an uprising ageinet
the new anti-Communist regime of
provisional President Carlos Cas-
tillo Armas."The revolt %vas sup-
pressed. Castillo Armes asserted
he was in. complete control, but
the three of further trouble le-
mained
3. Russia, , in another move to
block the rearmament of Western
Germany, proposed a meeting of
the Big Four foreign ministers this
month or next month to orepare
for a broader meeting on Feiro-
peen "security." The United States
opposes any suth meeting and
hopes Great Britain and France
will join it in rejecting the 'Krem-
lin's bid.
•
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Mr 5 Joe Houston Phillips Via•
complimented on Tneeday_gemaingwet], to- brar-M-nrind.-/Mtv'eteriat hese "labor 7 with
 3 Pi'eellane''us sSr'wer gly"
.surveys.:' do not neve:warily present clear picture of aptuthe loseitrynn n 
vasarn s.stror r sH o cl pa reys
the needs of a community for a factory to produce pay- Rose and Miss Katie Rose Lif121rolls.
were ow aseisting hostesses.
— .1411-"141111116 1 The honoree. a recent bride. isUnder present-day conditions of inflation practically the forme. e Mow Martha Linn. She
all families have a breadwinner who is profitably rm. opened her many lovely gifts
which nad been placed o a tableployed, or the family is drawing welfare funds from overliid with a white lolen cloth
I n 
the public treasury or otherwise in one form Or another, and centered with an arrangement
sometimes in more than one. of poik roses.
Garreo were played by the group
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INDUSTRY IS SHIFTING
A few years ago ;.-orrinunities in the Tennessee Valleylooked forward to the time when industries would lo-
cate in this section because of cheap TVA power.
We have found that a number of other factors deter-mine where factories locate, including the importantone of an adequate supply of cooperative labor. Wealways took the labor supply for granted. We knew wehad many unemployed people, but we find now some
apparently don't want jobs.
It has been interesting to watch the progress, or the 
Mrs Joe Phillips. 
Honoredlack of it, of "labor surveys" being made in neighboring .-1 t Shower
communities. One would think from the results that .41 The DSOS!. Hanlethere are few people who. want jobs.
Breakfast Held At
Kenlake Hotel For
Miss Sue Parker
•
The Keelake Hotel was .he
scene of the prenuptial breakfast
held on Wednesday mot ning at
nine-thirty o'clock in compliment
to Miss Angela Sue Parker. Sep-
tember bride-elect of Mr John A.
Warner.
Mrs. Jack Kennedy, Mrs. Wh:t
Ines. Mrs, B. H. Cooper and Mrs.
Wilbert C. Outland were the
giacious hostesses for tln, lovely
occasion.
For.the bridal event, the honorze
chose to wear from her trousseau
a white cotton feille frock which
was embroidered and tronnted is
blue. Her . ho.stessee gift corsage
was of bronze and yellow baby
chrysanthemums.
The decorations carriei out the
theme of the bride's cbosen pat-
tern of pottery wtuch :a thistle.
The gorgeous centerpiece was com-
posed of flowers in the aster
family and the placeeards had
handpainted thistles on them.
Miss Parker was presented with
a place setting of her pottery by
the hostesses.
Covers were laid for Mss Par-
ker.. Mrs. E. C. Parker, Mrs. C. G.
Warner. Mrs. Pogue Outlard. Mrs.
C. C. Lowry, Mrs. Luther Jackson.
Mrs. R. L. Ward. Mrs. W C. El-
kins. ,Mrs. Bradburn Hale. Mrs.
Heron West, Mrs. N. P. Hutson.
Mrs. George Hart. and the hos-
tesses.
• • • •
For families on permanent, or even semi-permanent,"r—wl"--""1.111116""reldet it Le mighty; easy . to adjust to an idle life, or one overleid with a lovely linen clothof only part-time employment. It has never been any and centered with an arsangesnent
fun to.do manual labor when the *temperature is in the of pink roses. Punch and oakcs.iced with wedding hello were ser-upper 90's, and millions of people can get by without
-working, even on a minimum government or state sub- Approximately twenty Lve per-
sistence check. sons attended the shower
. — served from Use dieting- table
We have wondered for several years what effect it '
would have on the labor market to suspend all types
of welfare checks for a period of several months. It is
well and good to have insurance against un'emploYment.i
but lots of folks would find jobs quickly if payments
were auspended.
An adequate labor supply is, however, only ane factorin determining the location of a factory, even though '
it is an important one. Another is the matter of local
financial aid, and in these days of inflation it .ss almost
as important as labor.
There is a mighty large school of thought which IR
opposed to furnishing industries any type of financial honed at the Army Che_recal Cen-
-aid. The argument is that a factory that will prove de- tee. Jars. Chan-tun pat gradu•tedfrom Murray State Coll-ge andsirable doesn't need financial aid, and doesn't desire it. wic. Churchill has spent the past
• • • •
PERSONALS
Mr M - Roper: ooson arid
daughter. Judy. of Highland Park.
Much., have been the gore; of Mr.
Jehnson's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
J. IL Johnson. and his sester Mrs.
Mahlon Prizzell and ferrety. The
Jokinsoos also misted her parents.
Mr and Mrs. Dave Miller of
'Pvt. and Mrs. Ronald Churchill.
Jr. left Friday morning for Edge-
wood. Maryland. where he ,s ta-
Sports Patrol
By JACK Ct'DDY
United Frees Sports Writer
MEW YORK tUP) — Jack Demp-
sey predicted Wednesday that Ea-
Lard Charles will give Rocity Mar-
ciano "a much harder fight- in
their return title bout. Sept. 15.
"Es is a changed man since his
great stand against Rocky in
June.' explained the 59-year-old
Manassa Mauler. "He was in the
restaurant here last reedit for a
little talk, and I was really sur-
prised at the differenee.
On the mar.y occasions Demp-
sey had met Charles previuwelo,
he never was impressed with the
(W411:1* baggier thecause hie
didn't walk, talk, or act like a
great fighter."
But now, Jack 'declared, -Re
carries himself like a champ. His
talk and his bearing reflects a
self-confidence he apparently never
had before—not even after he
licked Joe Louis."
Says Craftdenee An Abort
Properly based confidence is a
great asset for any fighter. Jack
stressed. And regardless of the
bravado that any boxer may dis-
play, he never has solid confidence
in himself until he has come
Through a fight with a recognized
knockout specialist. To sonic It
comes when they're young; to
others, alien they're veterans.
"I never had real ring confi-
dence until after my first fight
with Gunboat Smith at San Fran-
cisco in 1677,- he said. "Every-
body thought he would knock me
out because he was a great punch-
er, and I had been caught cold by
Jun Flynn a few months earlier
and knocked out in the first round.
"But I went the scheduled four
rounds with Smith in a no-decision
-affair. an I felt Sure I had beat-
en him. Pardner, that bout gay*
inc a terrific lift. Late the next
year. I fought Gunboat again in
Buffalo and knocked him out in
the seventh round. I understand
the records say I fought Smi•li
three times and a on one decisioa.
That's wrung, We fought only
twice.-
Wakett's KO Surprise
!Char le s was unexpectedly
knocked out by Jersey Joe Walcott
' slif?hylf"friliallifilireecalled.- librn:r1 boxing men
it a lucky pun c h.
Nevertheless, that kayo must have
caused considerable uncertainty in
Charles' mind at he preeared for
his June fight with unbeaten Mer-
1
cian°, who had knocked out 40 of
his 45 opponents.
"Ea must have opt tremendous
self. assurance from lasting 1.5
rounds with Rocky." Jack de-
olared. Starticusally when he
could hardly breath in the last( half of the fight because of a
puncie in the throat in the eighth-
as he claims.
"I didn't see the fight because
I was sick that night. but I read
the papers and I talked to several
TV Schedule
MS M-11
it'enUnued from beet page)
SATURDAY.
9:25 Do You /mow Why
9:30 Meet Mr. McNutley
10:00 Johnny Japiter
10:30 Captain Midnight
11:00 Children's (idspel Hour
13:20 Western Film
1:00 'T'o Be Announced
330 Roy Rogers
letel Sky King
4:30 Stu Erwin
&00 Spike Jones
5:30 Amateur Hour
6 00 Show of Showg
7:00 Calvacade of America
800 Epics of the West
9.00 Wrestling
WSIX-TV
Continued from back page)
10.55 Major League Baseball
Game of the Week:
Philadelphia vs fla.ILIZIOre
1:30 TBA
2:45 TBA
3:00 Request Theater
415 What's Your Trouble?
4.30 Beat the Ciock
5.00 Jackie Gleasoa
600 Two for the Mem*
6.30 Favorite Husband
7:00 That's My Boy
730 Into the Night
8:00 Name's The Same
8 30 TBA
9:00 Summer Theater
WMC-TV
(Cennsisal from back page)
3 30 Wild Bill Hickok
- Social Calendar -
Monday, Aegis's* 9
The Euzelian Sunday School
Class of the First Baptist Church
Mies Onnie Skinner, tea..her, will
meet at the Murray City Park at
six-thirty o'cleck.
• • • •
rassday. *ogling le
Murray Star ,'Ilaipter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star will
meet at the Masonic Hall at
eight o'clock.
e•-., 
-
seemper• rT'!"."""'"
The Sunbei ns of the F. ye Point
Mission will meet at toe Baptist
Student Center at three-thirty o'-
clock.
• • • •
Circles of the ISMS of the First
Baptist Church will meet at two-
thirty o'clock as follows: I with
Miss Cappie Beale: If with Mrs.
Mavis Morris; III with Mrs
Outland; IV with Mrs. Will Row.
boxing writers. Everyone seemed
agreed that Charles was ahead at
Re eon 04 10 rounds Men be a lot
more danterous this time because
he can gamble on putting punches
toirether instead of sharp-shooting
with seigle shots
Five Years Ago Today
August 7, 1949
Barkley Jones, representative, R. Hall Hood, fudge,Nat Ryan Hughes, counts' attorney, Lester Nanny, coun-ty court- clerk, Wayne J. Flora, sheriff, James L. John-
son, tax commissioner, Ed Burkeen, jailer, and Max H.
l
There may have been some validity to this argument week with his family here. Mrs, Churchill, coroner, are the winners in tie Callowayat one time but it ks dot Valid under present conditions.. C_nerciull is the former Stss Ann County primary election.
Perry.
The average industry wants local financial aid no matter • • • • Announcement has been made of the marriage ofwhat its own assets might be, not because it' experiences Mrs. Royal Morris and son, Tom Miss Oneida Ahart, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Johnnieany difficulty in getting money fur expansion but to be arrived here Saturday to be •t one Ahart, to Loyd Elbert Boyd, son of Mr. and Mrs. Pres.-assured of the co-operation of leading local citizens and ,bedside of het father, Mr. Jesse ton Boyd.
saiistsis of Dexter, who was broueht Mr. Francis J. Cusack of Philadelphia, Pa., will spend
business Institutions. to the Murray Hospital or Friday.
I say ao the weekend with his daughter, Mrs. Jay Wilson andIndustries have found it is easier for them to meet
emergencies of almost any kind if local funds are in-
vested in their factories. For that reason we predict
hereafter practically all industries will locate in cum-
inunities Which offer local financial aid.
ealerTjtricity is not the inducement for factories
we thought it would 11. Natural gas is more attractive
to 3ome factories rhan an inexhaustible supply of cheap
electricity, and the attitude of Congress towards power
in general, and TVA in particular, is not helping mat-
ters in the Tennessee Valley right now.
Communities throughout the State of Mississippi_ have
been remarkably successful in securing. desirable fac-
tories since World War Two* because of the "balance
agriculture with' industry" legislation enacted Oy the
legislature, plus thr "right to work law," better nown
as the "anti-closed.shop law."
The fact there is 'very little TVA power :n Mississippi.
or very little public power of any kind for that matter,
has been overcome by the local financial aid factor and
the anti-closed ?hop law which, by the way, is exceed-
ingly popular with working men' and women as well a-
others because they can see what leis doing -in attracting
industries that pay far above the precailing wage in
Mississippi.
The biggest factor in getting industries is a live Cham-
ber of Commerce. Such institutions have proven—their
ability to overcome any and all obstacles in inducing
---
ffeafible.faCTUla 1cr :fixate in their communities. We
believe competition for additional paysslls will' force
; all southern communities to go after factbries aggres-
sively through such orstanisati.m.,
•
•
'w
•
• • • •
Mr. and Mrs Pat Mathis of
University Cry. Mo. scent , he
past weekend here to be with
his father, Jesse Mathis who has
been ill.
Mrs Octa Curd of Hazel had as
her guests, Mrs. Hamb Curd of
Detroit. Mich. the past weekend.
She WaS also a guest m the home
of ale and ?Ira. Hardy Curd .of.
Hazel 'Route One.
• V • •
Mr. and Mrs.' Ceylon Thurman.
Jr., and Mr. and Mrs H. W
-Stub- Wilson are eJeatiening
Chelsea. Mich as the poets of Mr
and Mrs. Bill Robertson. They cli
return to Murray about ei • middle
Of nest week.
• • • •
LiliEVWW
DRIVE-1N
- -
SATURDAY ONLY
Double Feature
"FIGHTER ATTACK"
in Color With
Sterling Hayden
PLUS
"TRAIL of the ARROW"
starring Guy Madison
and Andy Devine
SUNDAY & MONDAY
Jennifer Jones, Charlton
Heston, Karl Malden in
"RUBY GENTRY"
family. 
I • g 444 4111New York —(UP)____ Government employment has
grown five times more rapidly than private employment
in the past 48 years, the ,National Bureau of Economic
Research reports.
One man, Ray L. Wyatt- of Mayfield, was hit during
a western style stickup of a resort at Reelfoot Lake last
night.
et us deliver your concrete right
to your door_already mixed—
ready to pour_so efficient—,
so economical
•••
Ms •
—
4:00
4:15
4.26
4:30
.4:45
3:00
6:30
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
840
8:46
900
9.30
9:40
9:45
10:45
Captain Video
Slicker Comics
Weather
Dinah Shore
News Caravan
Grouch() Marx
Cavalcade of America
Dragnet
Theatre
Martin Kane
Jackpot Calling
Playhouse of Stars
News
Weather
To Be Announcen
To Be Announced
News
Weather
To Be ennoueced
Sign Off
FRIDAY,
4:50 Meditauou
5:25 News
5:30 Today
5:55 Nev.'s
6:00 Today
6:25 News
630 Today
6:55 Charm with Cathy
7:00Ding Dont Scheel
7:30 Betty White
8:00 Horne Show
900 Bride and Groom
9:15 Hawkins Falls
9 30 Shopping at klbJ1118
10:00 3 Steps To Ileaven
10:15 Storyland
1030 Homemakers Program
11:00 News
11:15 Farm News
11:30 Channel Five Club
12:00 Kate Smith
1:00 Welcome Travelers
1:30 On Your Account
2:00 Pinky Lee Show
2:30 Howdy Doody
3:00 Photoqwz
3:15 Berl Olswanger
4:15 Flicker Comics
3:30 To Be Announced
3:45 Hartoons
4:00 Captain Video
4:23 Weber
4:30 Eddie Fisher
4:45 News Caravan
5:00 Dennis Day
5:30 Lite of Riley
6:00 Big Story
6:30 Stories of the Czntury
7.00 Cavalcade of Sporte
745 Greatest Fights
8:00 Letter to Loretta
8.30 News
8:46 Clete Roberts
9.ebseTtr"1311 anuanusesar-
9 30 News
9:40, Weather
9:45 Hollywood Movie Theater
10:4.5 Sign OR
SATURDAY,
8 45 News
8.55 Medeation
'00 Captain Midnight
9 30 Pride of the Southiend
1,00 To Be Announced
10:30 Quiz 'ern on the A.r
Continiied On Page 3.
Murray Drive - In Theatre
Highway Junction 641 and 121
SATURDAY
11=MME7
WILLIS DRUG
Will Be Open This Sunday
11:00 A.M. to 1:00 P.M. for Church Ho: 1
for your Drug, Prescription and Sundry Needs.
WE WILL BE CLOSED from
Ala
•
•14
A
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CON01110MED
SUNDAY
and MON.
That Academy Award Man!
(For "Stalag 17")
William Holden in
"A GIRL FOR JOE"
 LAST TIMES TONIGHT
Allan "Rocky" Lane in
"El Paso Stampede"
slak
•
, . - SUNDAY
and MON.Ala CONitilllaktD 
ADVENTURE AND ROMANCE IN THE JUNGLES Of anONI
ter
TECHWOLOR,
ELIZABilii TAYLOR,
DANA ANDREWS
PETER FINCH
SEE the wits
elephants
Nam postal
-- LAST TIMES TONIGHT
John Payne and Dan Duryea
in "RAILS INTO LARAMIE"
NOTICE
f
Demonstration Monday. August 9th
2 p.m.
"ROTO-Speed" Rotary Cutter
North side of Chestnut between Outland
Seed house and Ryan Milk Co.
SEE
• Cut Brush
• Cut Stalks
• Mow Pastures, etc.
rtA4 PLANTERS
Tractor Equipment Co.
Murray, Kentucky
•
a.
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3T 7, 11)54
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DAY
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FOR SALE
NA EDWARDS PROPERTY
et Propeiev coneista of
cl lot. Lot is Si x 200 it.
Claude Vick nest Hardin.
(a7p)
LE: HOUSE FURNISHED
ished 7 rooms, hail. bath
. Very convereently la.
1-1748 (a7p)
TON roaD PICKUP. A-1
condi on. PI iced right See at
East Ind Service Steller, phone
(ac)
, 20 LB. PULL, NICE CON.
, 5 months old. Call 1103.
(AlOnc)
SATURDAY, 'AUGUST 7, 1954
 i FOUR —GERMAN SHEPHERDInvelales. Black and tan Twci males.Two females. Wonderful with
children. Excellent guard dogs.
Pure bred. L. M. Overeey. Tel,
83, 303 N. 5th St. 4A10p)
i.e.....
ONE ELECTRIC STOVE 3 PIECE
bedroom suite, breakfast suite, sofa
lied and chair to match, metal kit-
chen cabinet. See at 209r; South
15th Street. Earl Gardntr (A10p)
7 CU. FT. SER-VEI; GAS RE-
frigerator, good condition. /60.00-
V interested, reply to Box 32-N,
Murray. (Al0p)
SUMMER JEWELRY kl&I-F-PRICE
Oood selection. Get youis while
they last - Molly Martin Slap.
(a7c)
RILEY'S;
FURNITURE ett APPLIANCES
"From The Kitchen To The Parlor"
Murray, Ky. .......... Telephone 547
• Coming Thursday, Aug. 12 •
tok
IN m A coPE
yeIN by TECHNICOLOR
RICHARD BURTON • JEAN SIMMONS
VICTOR MATURE • MICHAEL RENN7E
is• Imre/ el
*TWA USIM1WU tillESPOINIC si
75c per person, children 12 and under in cars, free.
MURRAY DRIVE-IN THEATRE
.Tatin
t, CHAPTER TH1RTEM4HE CHIEF' engineer slammed
i
't!» office He was • twig man
ot up a.nd closed the door after
.
Now, you . . ." he snarled.
fad steps took him to Ore-
s desk and both heavy hands
had across foe the old man,
jabbed a hard Sat in his snort
. The uneepe-eted jolt straight-
him up. He turned, and his
th gaped.
''Keep your hands in you: pock-
ets, chief," I said. "You're in
enough trouble as it is."
The chief glared at me stup
far a moment, then whirled back
to Granter. -Who la this punk? Did
"Be quiet, chief," Greiner said
gsgspor. 'This is very important.
or wan Sessions may be a dan•
"us crimlnaL We must
t Sessioas? Mutt kid?" The chief
contemptuous. "He's a little
k I picked up for apprentice
r, but he couldn't stand the
, SO be quit. A dangerous eft/TS-
halt" He leaned over the
k, tapped a broad foretinger at
, fliers chest. "You kaow what's
Wrong with you? You're a . . ."
, I turned my right shoulder WO
tele chic! and leaned my weight on
m, staggering him away from
the desk. His anger stabbed again
at empty air and his booming
•eice dwindled in surprise.
"Stop poking the purser," I said
easily. "You need all the friends
you can get. What did Ses-
sions . ."
"Be seminar, chief," Grader
pepped. "Please answer and stop
Mat snarling."
The chief drew a slow breath.
"Twice you started something," he
said to me, "Passenger or no pa..-
Ranger .. .."
I bat down and grinned at him.
TWhat did Sessions look like?"
The chief's frown remained firm
hut his eyes wavered. Ide turned to
Crenier. "Who IS LEIES . . ." His
thumb poked toward me.
"A detective," Greruer said.
"Sure," the chief breathed. "A
, -p. Pushing people . . ."
"What did 841INNOILI look like?"
1 said argil*
"A kid," the chief said. "Hunnert
and 50, maybe. Lesen six feet,
maybe five 10. Brown hair. Pale
skin. Just a kid. Scared to speak
to anybody. Had a soft way of
talktag, like he was scared all the
time. Seventeen years old. High
school ..
"You knew him? Before you
hired him, I mean?"
"Never saw him," the chief an-
swered. "He was hanging around
the dock in Cincy. Steward hired
him to load supplies. He kept pes-
tering me for a job, but I didn't
have anything till the last day
When one of my boys west
sick .. ."
"Did Sessions have any refer-
ences Of . . ."
"Letter," the chief said. "Recom-
lwendation from the manager of
Netherland Plaza hotel. Said
Was a good kid, high school
vete. Worked in the boiler
at the hotel, bopped bells.
d okay to me. en I put him
, elle',
et
BAR-B-QUE, POUND OR-PIECE.
Friday. Saturday and Suraay. Also
commercial cooking. Louella's Bar-
B-Que, usiat mile, Hazel Highneay.
(a7c)
LOT FOR SALE ON !RYAN
Street. 50x160. Price $350. See
owner at 1405e4 West WWI. (alp/
ELECTRIC STOVE, GENERAL
Electric, 3 burner, deep well, ex-
cellent oven. Call 9419-W-3. (asp)
ONE NICE BUILDING LOT ON
Woodlawn, See Fred McCiure, 300
Woodlawn. (a9c)
"OLD KENTUCKY" WELL MADE
"Match Me" shirts and pants-
Grays and khaki
-Shirts $1.88-
Pants $2.98. Shop & S7ve Store
So, east corner of Court Square.
(a7c)
MONUMENTS, SOLID GRANITE,
large selection styles, siz;is, Call N.
see at Calloway Monumeet Works,
Vester Orr, owner, West Main near
College. itfea.34c)
Wanted To Buy, I
USED DRESSER (NOT VANITY)
with mirror-or chest of drawers.
Call 1103 between 9 a et and 4
p.m. (eap)
• Recruits Wanted •
For
Paris, Tennessee
National Guard Unit
Company E, 117th Inf.
Will leave for camp in
about two weeks.
Contact Armory at Porter
Court, North edge of Paris.
Meeting each Wednesday
night at 7:30 p.m.
rileyWil
was 11?""The letter said he
-That's right."
The chief shrugged. "He looked
like a kid, acted lake one. No con-
fidence."
"Sure," I said. -What if you
found out he was 24? Could you
believe that?"
The chief said: "Uh, maybe. I
guess so. Kid never said much.
Just acted young and sorts
scared."
I nodded slowly and felt slight-
ly sick thinking about it. "Did you
really work him hard enoagh to
caake him quit because he couldn't
stand .it?"
'Some kids quit right off," the
chief said "It ain't rare. No, I
wouldn't say It WILS that rough.
It's hard getting used to the hours
for some of them, but the work
ain't much."
"Maybe the regular hands pushed
bin, around a bit?"
"Could be, sure. A new hand
takes his lumps."
-What about his luggage?
Clothes and personal things?"
"Gone," the chief said. "All he
had was a little ditty bag. He
musta carried it off under his
coat."
-He have permission to go
ashore?"
"Sure. He was off duty. But
Sessions wasn't no dangerous crun-
inal. He was just a good, clean kid,
kinds scared."
"So is the man I want," I said
flatly. "But he killed a cop."
"But you don't know that Ses-
sions
-No, I don't," I said. "Led you
keep that recommendation he
showed you?"
"Don't remember," the c it
said. "Maybe I did."
"Ordinary hotel letterhead?" I
asked. "Or did It say 'Office of the
Manager or something like that?"
"No, just ordinary stuff, I
guess.-
"Paper that anyone could have
picked up to write • letter," I said
elmost to myself. "Take • room
there, rent a typewriter, use the
paper tarnished by the hotel, and
you've got your better. Seems like
a pretty flimsy kind of recommen-
dation. Didn't you .. ."
"We hire through the main of-
fice usually,- Grimier broke tn.
"But each department Is author-
teed to hire temporary people as
need arises. We sever bother much
with references then."
"Okay," I said slowly. "That's
that Maybe it was Stewart. May-
be not."
The chief towered over me. "I
been sensible like you wanted, eh7
I answered all the questions?"
"Yes, chief," I met •Thanks."
The burly engineer stamped out
of the office.
Stewart must have had a good
reason for scheduling Ma trip on
the Dixie Dandy In the first place.
What If be was supposed to meet
someone on board? Someone
like
And then there was the -Get
Off" warning someone had left for
me last night. Someone who, .."
And Doc Riggs Was prowling the
deck early this morning, according
to Russell. What for? To find
Stewart and warn him I was on
board? To see whether I got off?
ne ear an early tziornine elenolt"•
bit BART_SPIca
Lionel? I had to find out.
Outside the light had faded, to a
deed gray and the wind had corn.
up again. Dark and cold and
o'clock of a winter's evening. Doc
Riggs would be sitting in Use bar.
I held out my band toward Gre-
ater. "I pest found your passkey,"
I said "As soon as I realised what
It was, I brought it right up here.
That was cold 10$ t,
wasn't itT".- — *
"Was it?" Grader said, staring
at my open palm. Do you . I
mean, what do you w eat, Mr.
Wilde?"
"I want to find your passkey for
about half an hour, Mr. Gremer. I
have to visa a friend. You don't
really want to know any mon
about it, do you?"
"No," he said. He brougbt out
the dull brass key from las desk
drawer. "I wonder why I am will-
ing to trust you so much, Mr.
Wilde?"
"I'm very grateful, sir," I said
sincerely, be fast and carefuL
And no one will see your key."
Doc had bedroom six, exactly
below nune and just across from
Miss Pomeroy'a. I tapped on Use
door and waited, just in case. Thee
1 unlocked it and stepped inside
quickly. The roora was dark. I
didn't like to turn on the lights,
but It was lights or open curtains.
I flipped the switch. Doc's was a
twin-bed room, but except for that
it was much the same as mine.
A small bag was on a chair and
a strange pigskin case that was
airrioat a cube was on the foot of
the bed. The case was not locked.
It was a box of books, a suede-
lined traveller's library. I turned
to the small bag.
Very gingerly I felt through the
clotbes, hating no idea of what I
was looking for, but somehow feel-
ing I'd know when I found it. But
I didn't.
One fast look was enough for •
larger bag. It was empty; obvi-
ously Doc was a man who got his
clothes on hangers as soon as he
could. I pulled open the closet
door.
Doc had a dinner jacket, a dark
worsted lounge suit, • thick tweed
Jacket and flannels to go with IL
All had ready-made labels in them
and all were from a store in Chi-
cago. 1 tapped my hand against
the jackets. Nothing in any of the
pockets. Until I reached the flan-
nels. Something in the right pocket
cr•eked heavily against my
knuckle. I could feel a hard small
lump. Ultimately I worked it out, 
heavyand cold in my palm, a
smooth, deadly piece of precision
work.
I had to turn it on end to be
sure of the caliber. It was one
round for a .337 Smith and Weason
Megniun and that is a frightening
weave. probably the most power-
ful bane-gun in the world. The
slug has a way of going through
two walls and taking the ear od
an Innocent bystander in the next
county. This was one shiny brass.
jacketed shell. It didn't have te
mesa anything. Did it?
I bounced the solid slug in my
hand for a moment and ther
ducked to slide It back in telt
pocket %here I'd found it.
/To Re routieveq',
- . •
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THE LEDGER AND TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKT
thAU..EY& CARRAWAY MOTOR.NOTICE cycle sales and-service. N. 230a
Street, Murray, Ky. (A25p)
FIUS. Opportunities I
RID YOUR HOME OF TERMITES
sad bisects- Expert work.
541 Of see (t1c)
NUTRILITE FOOD SUPPLEMENT
modern knowledge emphasizes the
importance of proper rutrition.
"The Need is Now" M s. B. J.
Hoffman, Phone 308. Mr and Mrs.
Esco Gunter, Phone 13N-M, Mrs.
Boyd Gilbert, phone 195, Local
distributors. (S10e)
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN
becoming a licensed beauty opera-
tor, enroll now for the six months
course which will beeen about
Sept. 1st. For details call or
contact College Beauty Shop, N
16th St. Phone 648. (al0c)
SALE ON SUMMER MERCHAN-
dise still in progress-See our
many bargains in quality merchan-
dise. Murray Fashion Shop. (a8c)
VERA ROSSON, BEAUTY OPER.
ator is now associated with us.
For appointments call 39/ Modern
Beauty Shop-over Day and Nite.
(ade)
FIRE INSURANCE - WE PAY
for your ashes. Galloway Insie-
ance Agency, 'West side of Court
Sq. Murray, Ky Pb. 106...e (AO
• MIDWAY MOTORS •
miles South of Murray on Hazel
Road.
- Drive out ana save ;$$$ -
*New and Used Cars *Television
Grayson McClure, Purdoni Parks
ial3c)Phone 84
SERVICES OFFERED
SINGER SEWING MACHINE
representative in Muriay. For
Sales, Service, Repair cone-et Leon
1411 Poplar, phone 1074=5.
(and
EXPERT PIANO TUNING AND
repairing. Write or call Buell 0.
Bone, Route 8, Paducah. (alp)
MR. FARMER. NOW IS THE
time to fill your silos. 'Ae have a
new field chopper reaey to do
custom work. See or Elbert
Hanotott-basi seed -Phase -0664-L.
Murray, Route 5. . (s2c)
PORTRAIT. COMMERCIAL. Di-
rect color photography. Formal
and candid weddings. Fine frames
made to order and ieasonably
priced. Wells & Wrather, South
Side Square, Murray. Open Mon-
day through Saturday. (sic
WANTED TO BORROW: PRIVATE.
Money at 6 per cent, secured by
business propeity. Write Box 32-0
CARD OF THANKS
We want to thank each and
everyone who was so kind je us,
during the illness and death of
our loved one, Porter Clayton.
Especially do we thank neighbors
and,friends who sent flowers, Mr.
Ronald Churchill, Bro. J. H. Thur-
'man, Bro, Leonard Cole, Dr. Hugh
Houston and the nurses for thee-
untiling efforts. Worth cannot ex-
press our appreciation. May God
bless each of you.
-The Porter Clayton family.
TV Schedule
Continued From Page t.
10:55 Game of the Week
1:30 Cov..oy G-Men
2:00 Film Feature
2:30 Super Circus
3:00 Super Circus
3:30 Cavalcade of Bands
4:00 My Little Margie
4:30 Lone Ranger
5:00 Spike Jones
5:30 Amateur Hour
6:00 Show of Shows
7:30 Hit Parade
8:00 Wrestling
9:00 Feature
10:00 News
10:10 Amatuer Night
11:05 Sign Off
'Major League
Leaders
• NATIONAL LEAGUE
Player & Club
Snide,, Bklyn.
Musial, St. L.
Mueller, N. Y.
Schdnst. St. L.
Moon, St. L.
AMERICAN LEAGIE
Player & Club G All R H Pet.
Noren. N Y. 96 29C 45 SS .341
Minoan, Chi 110 408 90 134 .328
Fox. Cni. 11044€ 83 145,325
Artist City.,-- -44-J-31.1411 444
Mantle, N. Y. 100 382 91 121 -317
G AB R H Pet
105 406 87 144 355
10540" 92 141 346
107 436 63 148 339
105 451 82 150 X.32
104 447 81 148 331
• HOME RUNS •
' Mays, Giants 
 
36
Sauer, Cubs 
 
32
Musial, Cards 
 31
XI usZeWski Reds 29
Italges, Dedgers .. 
 
29
Dale & Stubigefield
1. PRESCRIE'TIONIL
• —
NANCY
OH, NAN CY" - A CUTE
BOY MOVED IN
NEXT DOOR
L1L' ABNER
I SPENT MY
WHOLE LIFE.
NUE PAR I \IC)
FOR THIS
PAINTING -
AND NOW-
'YOU'VE.
RUINED
I T.•v.r-
ABBIE an' SLATS
•icyfvt DESTROYED
-Mg- MOST
IRREPLACEABLE
MASTERPIECE
OF MODERN
ART.!
••••
PAGE THREt
ajor League4
Standings
ST alarm ra111111
AMERICAN LEAGUE
W L let. 
_GB
Cleveland 
 73 32 .695
New York  
 73 35 .876 le
Chicago 
 70 39 .842' 5
Detroit 
 47 59 .443 26e,
Washington 44 59 .427 28
Boston 
 42 61 .408 30
Philadelphia 37 68 .352 36
Baltimore  
 37 70 346 37
Yesterday's Results
New York 4 Detroit 3
Chicago 10 Washington 5
Cleveland 7 Philadelphia 3
iBoston 3 Baltimore 1 10 inn.
Today's Games
Washington at Chicago
New York at Detroit
Philadelphtiet. at Cleveland
Boston at Baltimore
Tomorrow's Games
Washington at Chicago, 2
New York at Detroit
Philadelphia at Cleveland, 2
Boston at Baltimore, 2
NATIONAL LEAGUE
W L Pct, GIS
New York  
 69 39 .639
Brooklyn  
 65 43 .602 4
Milwaukee 
 58 47 .552 9,,
95 DRIVE-IN
Phi laaelphia 51 ' 52 -.495 1514-
Lotris 
Cincinnati  
 
51 57 .472 18
Chicago 44 62 .415 24
Pittsburgh 37 71 .343 32
Yesterday's Results
Milwaukee 6 New York 5
Brooklyn 8 Cincinnati 1
Pittsburgh 7 St. Louis 3
Pittsburgh 6 St. Louis 5 2nd,
Philadelphia 7 Chicago 4
Today's Games
SATURDAY ONLY
"BOTANY BAY"
in Technicolor
starring Alan Ladd,
Patricia Medina, James
Mass
SUNDAY & MONDAY
"BEAT THE DEVIL"
starring Humphrey Bogart,
Jennifer Jones, Gina
Lollobrigida
(First Run In-This Vicinity) f
Cincinnati at Brooklyn
Milwaukee at New York
Chicago at Philadelphia
St. Louis at Pittsburgh
Tomorrow's Games
Cincinnati at Brooklyn
Milwaukee at New York
Chicago at Philadelphia, 2
St. Louis at Pittsburgh, 2
MARSHALL CO.
Drive-1n
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
_ Double Feature
"WOMAN THEY ALMOST
LYNCHED"
with John Lund
PLUS
"WAC FROM WALLA
WALLA"
starring Judy Canova
_
SUNDAY & MONDAY
"MA AND PA KETTLE
AT THE FAIR"
starring Marjorie Main
and Percy McBride
Wallis Drug
WE HAVE IT — WE WILL GET IT 
)
OR IT CAN'T BE HAD
PRACTICE DRIVING
RANGE
now
Officially Open
• Come out and try your skill.
• Improve your golf.
Every Thursday Is Ladies Day
at Half Price
Practice Driving Range
One Mile West of Murray on Highway 94
ties and Chardren fl Pike Until 5 p•m-
 r,
FRAZEE, MELUGIN & HOLTON
INSURANCE AGENTS
Automobile — Fire Casualty
Telephone 331 Gatlin Building
Murray, , Kentucky
"It Does Make a Difference Who Writes YQur Inaurallies9
04-1, DON'T CARRY ON
SO.Ff- t '40' WERE
50 STUCK ON THET
f.
I.. I THINK WE'VE PKACTICED
ENOUGH NOW, MISS MAGGI- I
KNOW WHAT TO IX) WHEW
THE PHOTOG-
RAPHER
GETS HERE
';'
44-0'
HER!' '
/I:LAC-KEY TH.
SAME
THING.'.'
PRACTICE MAK6S PERFECT,
DARLING . (AND TN/ S A71v0 OF
PRACTICE ?Y/LL BOUNCE CNARVE
0088.5- Avayr
/NM /WY "Th - •
1/1//145.tY ,,1'
AteMS.'
coey FA0Ep-coPY 
F4PFP-CW FADED
•
By Ernie Bushmillst
By Al Capp
By Raeburn Van Buren
ale
".
eyE
•
•
welt
•
•
to
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INDUSTRY IS SHIFTING
A few years ago communities in the Tennessee Valleylooked :orward to the time when industries"wciuld lo-cate in this section because of cheap TVA power.
We have found:that a number of other factors deter-mine where factories locate, including the importantone of an adequate supply of cooperative labor. Wealways took the labor supply for granted. We knew wehad many unemployed people, but we find now someapparently don't want jobs.
It has been interesting to wateh the progress, or the 
Mrs. Joe Phillips
Honored :it Showerlack of it, Of "labor surveys" being made in neighboring 41communities. One would think from the results that ' The,,,, Homethere are few people who want jokes.
Breakfast Held At
Kenlake Hotel For
Miss Sue Parker
It is well to bear in mind, however, that these "labor
surveys" do not necessarily present a clear picture of'the needs of a community for a factory to produce pay-
rolls.
Under present-day conditions of inflation practically
all families have a breadwinner who is profitably em-
ployed, sr the family is drawing welfare funds from
the public 4reasury or otherwise in one form or another,
sometimes in more than one.
For families on permanent, or even semi-permanent
relief it is mighty easy to adjust to an idle life, or one ,
of only part-time employment. It has never been any I
fun to du manual labor when the temperature is in the
upper 90's, and millions of people can get by,without
working, even on a minimum government or state sub-
sistence check.
We have wondered fox several years what effect it ,
would have on the labor market to Suspend all types
of welfare checks for a period of several months. It is
well and good to have insurance against unemployment
The Kesilake Hotel was .he
scene of the prenuptial breakfast
held on Wednesday nita 'sing at
nine-thirty o'clock in ciunpliment
to Miss Angela Sue Parker. Sep-
tember bride-elect f Mr Jahn A.
Warner.
Mrs. Jack Kennedy, Mrs. Wh:t
Ines, Mrs. B. H. Cooper and Mrs.
Wilbert C. 'Outland were the
giacious hostesses for the layely
occasion.
Tor the bridal event, the honorae
chose to wear from her trousseau
J white cotton faille frock wre.:n
was embroidered and tilinmed in
blue. Her hostesses gai corsage
was of bronze and yellow baby
chrysanthemums.
The decorations carriet out the
theme of the bride's chosen pat-
tern of pottery which :3 thistle.
The gorgeous centerpiece was com-
posed of flowers in the aster
family and the placeeards had
handpainted thistles on them.
Miss Parker was presented with
a place setting of her pottery. by
the hostesses.
Covers were laid, for Mu Par-
ker. Mrs. E. C. Parker, Mrs. C G.
Warner. Mrs Pogue Outland. Mrs.
C. C. Lowry. Mrs. Luther Jackson,
Mrs. R. L. Ward. Mrs. W C. El-
kins, Mrs. Bradburn Hale, Mrs.
Haron West. Mrs. N. P. Hutson.
Mrs George Hart. and the hos-
tesses.
• • • •
Mrs. -Joe Houston Phill:ps was
complimented en Tuesday evening
with 3 pliacellaneeus shower given
at the lovely home of !14r; Holmes
Dunn on Irvin Street. atii. Cary
Rase and Mies Katie Rise Linn
were tae &gusting hostcssas.
The honoree. recent bride, is
the former Miss Martha Linn. She
opened her many lovely gifts
which nad been placed an a table
overlaid with A white linen cloth
and centered with an arrangement
of pink roses.
Caames were played by the group
polar--wtatos--rwervitinernr- irt-e
served from the dining table
averlaid wit* a lovely linen cloth
sad centered with an arsaragement
of pink roses. Punch and auk,s,
iced with wedding bell,, were ser-
ved-
Approximately twenty f.ve per-
eons attended the shower
PERSONALS
Mx. and Mrs Robert and
daughter Judy of Highland Park.but lots of folks would find jobs quickly . .if Payments Mich.. have been the guests of Mrwere suspended. 
...1,haseeis parents. Mr arid Mrs.
J. R. Johnson, and tau lief*: Mrs.An adequate labor supply is, however, only one faCtor Lidahicr "'newll arid ftsrmay. Thein determining the location of a factory, even though Jesbase..s also visited her patents,
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Miller of11 is an important one. Another is the matter of local
financial aid, and in these days of inflation it a almost
as important as labor:
There is a mighty large school of thought which is
opposed to. furnishing industries any type of financial
aid. the argument is that a factory that will prove de-
sirable doesn't need financial aid, and doesn't desire it.
There may have been some validity to this argument
at vile time but it is not 'valid under present conditions.
The average industry wants local financial aid no matter
what its own assets might be, not because it experiences
any difficulty in getting money for expansion but to be
assured of the co-operation of leading local citizens and
business institutions.
Industries have found it is easier for them to meet
emergencies of almost any kind if local funds are in-
vested in their factories. For that reason we predict
hereafter practically all industries will locate in com-
munities which offer,local financial aid.
C eatirlarlin7t-ri'scity is not the inducementfactories
.we thought it would be. Natural gas is more attractive
to some factories than an inexhaustible supply of cheap
electricity, and the. attitude of Congress towards power
in, general; and TVA in particular, is not helping mat-
ters in the Tennessee Valley right now.
Communities throughout the State of Mississippi have
been remarkably successful in securing desirable fac-
tories :=ince World War Two because of the "balance
agriculture with industry" legislation enacted by the
legislature, plus the "right to work law," better inown
as the "anti-closed shop law."
".•The fact tfiere is very little TVA'power :n
or very little public power of any kind for that matter,
has, been overcome by the local financial aid factor and
the anti-closed shop law which, by. the way, is exceed-
ingly popular with Working men and women as well as
. others because they can see what it.is doing in attracting
industries that pay . far above the prevailing wage in
Dirkssissippi. .,
_
The biggest factor in getting industries is live Cham-
ber of Commerce. Such institutions have proven their
ability to overcome any and all obstacles in inducing
_desirable factories to locate in their communities. We
believe competition for additional payrolls will force
all •southern communities to go after factories aggres-
sively through Such ortrunizntion.,
• &
. .• •
jekillrali..1411211124"r4ladiaPA;r44210/0 0444. 100.1444^.41 .4160140.10.11j4e.fg/i.*". V.
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Pvt and Mrs: Ronald Churchill
Jr. left Friday mocning for Edge-
wood. Maryland, where he is sta-
tioned at the Army Chien.cal Cen-
ter. Mrs. Churchill past graduated
from Murray State Coll-ge and
Mr. Churchill has spent the past
week with his family here. Mrs.
Cleurehal is tite former M.ss Ann
Perry.
• • • •
Mrs. Royal Morris and ion. Tom
arrived here Saturday to be at the
embark of het father. Mr. feise
Mathis of Dexter, who was browrht
to the Murray Hospital or Fricliy.
July 30.
• • • •
Sports Patrol TV Schedule
By JACK ('UDDY
Vatted Proms Sperta Writer
NEW YORK ilfP) -- Jack Demp-
sey predicted Wednesday that EA-
Lard Charles will give Rocky Mar-
ctano "a much harder fight- in
their return title bout. Sept. 15.
"Ez is a changed man since his
great stand against Rocky in
June." explained the 59-year-old
Manassa Mauler. "He was in the
restaurant here last night for a
little talk, sad I was really sur-
prised at the differenee.
On the mar.y occasions Demp-
sey had met Charles previsausly,
he never was impressed with the
oincinnaa, baaraer "becauae Pi
didn't walk, talk, or act like a
great lighten':
But now, Jack declared, -He
carries himself like a champ. His
talk and his bearing reflects a
self-confidence he ap,parently never
had before—riot even after he
licked Joe Louis."
Says Voaftdenee An Asset
Properly based confidence is a
great asset for any fighter. Jack
stressed. And regardless of the
bravado that any boxer may dis-
play, he never has solid confidence
.himself until he has 'come
Through a fight with a recognized
knockout specialist. To some it
comes when they're young; to
others, when they're veterans.
"I never had real rung confi-
dence until after my first fight
with Gunboat Smith at San Fran-
cisco in 1917.- he said. "Every-
body thought he would knock me
out because he was a great punch-
er, and I had been caught cold by
Jun Flynn a few months earlier
and knocked out in the first round.
"But I went the scheduled four
rounds with Smith in a no-decision
affair. and I felt sure I had beat-
en hirn. Pardner, that bout gave
me a terrific lift Late the next
year, I fought Gunboat again in
Buffalo and knocked him out in
the seventh round. I understand
the records say I fought Smith
three times and a on one decisioil.
That's wrong, We fought only
twice."
Walcott's KO surprise
Ch a r le s was unexpectedly
knocked out by Jersey Joe Walcott.
.41 n in lost. Demp-
sey recalled Some boxing men
considered it a lucky p u n c h.
Nevertheless, that kayo must have
caused considerable uncertainty in
Charles' maid as he prei:ared for
Pin June fight with unbeaten Mer-
curio, who hid knocked out 40 of
his 45 opponents.
"Ez must have got tremendous
self. - assurance from lasting 15
rootlets with Rocky." Jack de-
Mared. h5rti sraliy when he
could hardly breath in the last
half of the fight because of a
punchiin the throat in the eighth-
as he claims.
"I didn't see the ffght because
I was sick that night, but I read
the papers and I talked to several
Mr. and Mrs. Pat 2.14this of
1.Taiversity City, lito. event ,he
past weekend here to be with
his father, Jesse Mathis %V 110 has
been al.
• • • •
Mrs. Oct., Curd of Hazel had as
her guestMrs. Hernia' Surd of
Detroit. . the paet weekend.
She was also a guest in the home
of eft and Mrs Hardy Curd of
Hazel Route One.
• • • •
Mr. arid Mrs. Ceylon Trlitf Mdlt.
Jr.. and Mr. and Mr 1 It W.
"Stub" Wilson are vacationing .in
Chelsea. Mich afr the guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Bill Robertson. They will
return to Murray about Ca • middle
of next week
" •
LAKEVIEW
DRIVE-1N
- -
SATURDAY ONLY
Double Feature _
"FIGHTER ATTACK"
in Color With
Sterling Hayden
PLUS
"TRAIL of the ARROW"
starring Guy Madison
and Andy Devine
— —
SUNDAY & MONDAY
Jennifer Jones, Charlton
Heston, Karl Malden in
"RUBY GENTRY"
MSM-TN
treaUsined from beck page)
SATURDAY.
923 Do You know why
9.30 Meet Mr. McNutley
10:00 Johnny Jupiter
10:30 Captain Midnight
11:00
51:80
1:00
3:30
4:0U
4.30
5:00
5:10
15.00
7:00
8:08
*00
Children's Gdspel ouz
Western Files
To Be Announced
Roy Rogers
Sky King
Stu Erwin
Emu Jones
Amateur Rout
Show of Shows
Calvacade of America
Epics of the West
Wrestling
WS IX-TV
Continued from back page I
10:53 Major League Basoball
Game of the Week:
Philadelphia vs BauLmore
130 TBA
2:45 TBA
3:00 Request Theater
4:15 What's Your Trouble?
4:30 Beat the Cluck
6:00 Jackie Gleason
600 Two for the Mom
630 Favorite Husband
700 That's My Boy
7:30 Into the Night
8:00 Name's The Same
8.30 TBA
9:00 Summer Theater
W MC-TV
(Cestimeed from hack pagel
3.30 Wild Bill Hickok
- Social Calendar -
Meraday, Angara 9
The Euzehan Sunday School
Class at the First Baptist Church
Miss Canine Skinner, tea_her, will
meet at the Murray Cita Park at
six-thirty o'clock.
• • • •
Tuesday. August IR
Murray Star cnapter No. 431
Order of the Eastern Star will
meet at the Masonic Mali at
eight o'clock.
esszaiellr 1110"?•••••••••1
The Sunbei ns of the F.ve *cunt
Mission will meet at en Baptist
Student Center at three-thirty
clock.
• • • •
Circles of the MIMS of the First
Baptist Church will Meet at twa-
thirty o'clock as fullowr. I with
Miss Capple Beale; 11 vath Mrs.
Mavis Morris; 111( with Dirs. L D.
Outland: IV with Mrs Will Rose.
hosing writers. Everyone seemed
agreed that Charles was ahead at
the end 10 rounds Well be a lot
more daneerous this time bet'asi•
he can gamble on putting punc,.•
terether instead of sharp-shooting
with mule ,tiots"
Five Years Ago Today
August 7, 1949
Barkley Jones, representative, R. Hall Hood, judge,Nat Ryan Hughes, county. attorney, Lester Nanny, coun-ty court' clerk, Wayne J. Flora, sheriff, James L. John-son, tax commissioner, Ed Burkeen, jailer, and Max H.Churchill, coroner, are the winners in the CallowayCounty primary election.
Announcement has been made of the marriage of
'Miss Oneida Ahart, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. JohnnieAhart, to Loyd Elbert Boyd, son of Mr. and Mrs. Pres-ton Boyd.
Mr. Francis J. Cusack of Philadelphia, Pa., will spend
the weekend with As daughter, Mrs. Jay Wilson andfamily. 
I 44444Mr New York —(UP)— Government employment has
grown five times more rapidly than private employmentin the past 48 years, the National Bureau of Economic
Research reports.
Qne man, Ray L. Wyatt of Mayfield, was hit during
a western style stickup of a resort at Reelfoot Lake last
night.
•
•
1
us deliver your concrete right
your door._alreaely
ready to pour....-so efficient—,
so economical
,
• 4 xt.•-•r- -4••••••,-"41.41,--5‘1.-1-4,4.
4:00
4:15
&Mt
4:30
4:45
5:U0
5:30
6:00
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
8:40
8:45
9:00
9:30
9:40
9:45
10:45
4:50
5:25
5:30
5:55
Captain Video
licker Comics
Weather
Dinah Shore
News Caravan
Grouch° Marx
Cavalcade of America
Dragnet
Theatre
Martin Kane
Jackpot Calting
Playhouse of Stars
News
Weather
To Be Announces]
To Be Announced
News
Weather
To Be Annouuced
Sign Off
FRIDAY,
Med tenon
News
Today
News
6:00 Today
6:23 News
640 Today
6:53 Charm with Cathy
7:00Ding Dong lichoOl
7:30 Betty White
800 Home Show
9:00 Bride and Groom
9:15 Hawkins Palls
9:30 Shopping at Home
10:00 3 Steps To !leaven
10:15 Storyland
1030 Homemakers Program
11:00 News
1115 Farm News
11:30 Channel Five Club
12:00 Kate Smith
1:00 Welcome Travelers
1:30 On Your Account
200 Pinky Lee ShOw
2:30 Howdy Doody
3:00 Photoquiz
3:15 Berl Chswanger
4:15 Flicker Comics
3:30 To Be Announced
3:45 Hartoons
4:00 Captain Video
4:25 V. metier
4:30 Eddie Fisher
4:45 News Caravan
500 Dennis Day
5:30 Life of Riley
6:00 Big Story
6:30 Stories of the Cantury
7.00 Cavalcade of sports
7:45 Greatest Fights
800 Letter to Loretta
8:30 New*
8:46 Clete Roberts
9.1e• 111, war sennouneea,
Murray Drive - In Theatre
Highway Junction 641 and 121
SATURDAY
ViALLIS DRUG
Will Be Open This Sunday•
for your Drug, Prescription and Sundry Needs.
WE WILL BE CLOSED from
11:00 A.M. to 1:00 P.M. for Church Hour
COMMUNED
SUNDAY
and MON.
That Academy Award Man!
(For "Stalag 17")
William Holden in
"A GIRL FOR JOE"
LAST TIMES TONIGHT
Allan "Rocky" Lane in
"El Paso Stampede"
MR cas.DUlO4U
930 News
9740 Weather
9:45 Hollywood Movie Theater
10:45 Sign Off
SATURDAY,
8:45 News
8:55
9:00
930
I*011
10-.30
blectilatio0
Captain Midnight
Pride of the Southu.nd
To Be Announced
Quiz 'ern OR the A'r
t'ontiauseel On Page 3.
ADVENTURE AND ROMANCE IN THE JUNGLES Of CEY1ONt
SEE ih•
sum. pr.i• I
 LAST TIMES TONIGHT
John Payne and Dan Duryea
in "RAILS INTO LARAMIE"
NOTICE
Demonstration Monday. August 9th
2 p.m.
"ROTO-Speed" Rotary Cutter
North side of Chestnut between Outland
Seed house and Ryan Milk Co.
SEE I T - - -
• Cut Brush
• Cut Stalks
• Mow Pastures, etc.
i• air g 
• mil1rib
(.1! PLANTERS
Tractor & Equipment Co.
Murray, Kentucky
••••- __;_et7.firee
;"1' 7,
arc
day
4Mstis.
lour
=1:•J
)AY
,ON.
MONt
WR,
Ws
IA* wild
rphimile
•4 a •1 pout
'boo* 
at
'ho
ow, you ..." he snarled.
fast steps took him to Gre-
s desk and both heavy hands
had across for the old man_
jabbed a hard fist In his short
Tee umempeeted jolt straight-
him up. He turned. tad Ma
me h gaped.
eep your hands in you; pock-
ets, chie f," I said. "You're In
imough trouble as It ta."
IPS The chief glazed at me stupidly
for or moment, then whirled back
to enier. "Who Is this punk? Did
eBe quiet, chief," Grealer said
(*ply. 'Tina is very important
Ifillur man Sessions may be a dan•
Moos crlminaL We must
°Sessimis ? That kid ?" The chief
WO contemptuous. "He's • Little
1
,
k I picked up for apprentice
r, but he couldn't stand the
so be quiteeA dangerous cella-
tusk!" He leaned over the
, tapped a broad forefinger at
threnier's chest. "X011 luiow what's
Illrong with you? You're a . . ."
I turned my right shoulder Into
the enact and leaned my weight on
atm, staggering turn away from
the desk. His anger stabbed again
at empty air and his booming
vile. dwindled In surprise.
-Stop poking the purser," I said
easily. "You need all the friends
you can geL What did Sea-
glens . ."
"Be sesuisb/e, chief," ()reeler
rapped. "Plena answer and stop
Mat snarling."
The chief drew • slow breath.
"Twice you started something," he
mid to me. "Passenger or no pas-
anger ..."
I liat down and grinned at him.
?What did Sessions look like?"
The chiefs frown remained firm
but his eyes wavered. tie turned to
( renter. "Who Is this ..." His
t numb poked toward me.
"A detective," Grower said.
"Sure," the chief breathed. "A
,p. Pushing people . . ."
"What did amebas look Like?"
i said again.
"A kid," the chief said. "Hunnert
eel 50, maybe. Lesan six feet,
I elybe five 10. Brown hair. Pale
,ein. Just a kid. Seared to meek
• anybody. Had a soft way of
I alkiag, like he was seared all the
I me. Seventeen years old. High
F h091 . . ...
You knew him'? Before you
1: red him, I mean 7"
"Never saw him," the chief an-
severed. "He was hanging around
tee dock in Coley. Steward hired
tem to load supplies. He kept pes-
tering me for a job, but I didn't
have anything till the last day
When one of rn y boys west
Sick .. ."
"Did Sessions have any refer-
!ices or . .."
, "Letter," the chief said. eRecom-
I
h
dation from the manager of
Netherland Plaza hoteL Said
, was a good kid, high school
' uate. Worked In the boiler
at the hotei, bopped belle,
d okay to me. no I put him
; ..r. ,, e-
•
•
4
•
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FOR &ALE
!WARDS PROPERTY
'etc's* -te conked* of
d lot. Led re 50 x 200 ft
Claude Vick' neer Hardin.
(a7p)
LE: HOUSE FURNISHED
nished 7 rooms, hall, bath
Very conveniently la.
1-1748 (a7p1
TON FORD PIC I: U P. A,1
n. Priced rieht See at
nd Service Stator, phone
(a9c)
, 20 LB. PULL. NICE CON-
5 months old. Call 1110.
(AlOne)
FOUR —GERMAN SHEPHKRD—BAR-B-QUE, POUND OR PIECE.
pmpoies. Black and tan Two males, Friday, Saturday and Suroay. Also
Two females. Wonderful with
children. Excellent guard dogs.
Pure bred. L. M. Overcey. Tel,
83, 303 N. 5th St. (A1013)
ONE ELECTRIC STOVE 3 PIECE
bedroom suite, breakfast suite, sofa
bed and chair to match, metal kit-
chen cabinet. See at 209i7 South
beth Street. Earl Gardniir (Al0p)
7 CU. IT. SERVEL GAS RE-
trigerator. good condition. 1100.00.
If interested, reply to Box 32-N.
Murray. (Al0p)
SUMMER JEWELRY HaLF-PEICE
Good selection. Get yours while
they last — Molly Marlin Shop.
(a7c)
RILEY'S
FURNITURE & APPLIANCES
"From The Kitchen TO The Parlor"
Murray, Ky. . .......... Telephone 587
• Coming Thursday, Aug. 12 •
209 CENTURY
-FOX
pressers
color by TECHNICOLOR7,••••11
RICHARD BURTON • JEAN SIMMONS
VICTOR MATURE • MIcHAEL RENNIE
I as "mut is
mho inssaturry morrow WM
Sc per person, children 12 and under in cars, free.
MURRAY DRIVE-IN THEATRE
Tomill
commercial cooking. Louella's Bar-
B-Que, tele mile, Hazel Highway.
(a7c)
LOT FOR SALE ON IRVAN
Street. 50x100. Price 050. See
owner at 1405,  Woe Main. (a9p)
ELECTRIC STOVE, GENERAL
Electric. 3 burner, deep well, ex-
cellent oven. Call 969-W-3. (a0p)
ORE NICE BUILDING LOT ON
Woodlawn. See Fred McCiure, 300
Woodlawn. (a9e)
"OLD KENTUCKY" WELL MADE
"Match Me" shirts and pants—
Grays and khaki—Shirts 8145--
Pants $2.98. Shop & S7ve Store
So, east corner of Court Square.
(a7c)
MONUMENTS, SOLID GRANITE,
large selection styles, sizoi, Call 85,
see at Calloway Monumeet Work.,
Vester Orr, owner, West Hain near
College. itfca.34c)
Wanted To Buy, I
USED DRESSER (NOT VANITY)
with mirror—or chest of drawers.
Call 1103 between 9 a ei and 4
lem• (eap)
• Recruits Wanted •
For
Paris, Tennessee
National Guard Unit
Company E, 117th Inf.
Will leave for camp in
about two weeks.
Contact Armory at Porter
Court, North edge of Paris.
Meeting each Wednesday
night at 7:30 p.m.
nieyWilde
bit BARTSFICia
CHAPTER THIRTEEN 'The letter said he was 17 7" I
CHIEF engineer slammed "That's right."
the odece. He was a big man The chief shrugged. "He looked l
t up and closed the doer like a kid, acted like one. No con-
fidence."
"Sure," I said. "What if you
found out he was 24? Could you
believe that?"
The chief said: "Uh, maybe. I
guess so. Kid never said much.
Just acted young and aorta
scared."
I nodded slowly and felt slight-
ly sick thinking about it. "Did you
really work him hard enough to
make him quit because he couldn't
stand it?"
-Some kids quit right off," the
chief said. "It ain't rare. No, I
wouldn't say it was that rough.
It's hard getting used to the hours
for some of them, but the work
lune much."
"Maybe the regular hands pushed
bin. around • bit?"
"Could be, sure. A new hand
takes his lumps."
"What about his luggage?
Clothes and personal things?"
"Gone," the chief said. "All he
had was a little ditty bag. He
musts carried it off under los
coat."
-He have permission to go
ashore?"
"Sure. He was off duty. But
Sessicem wasn't no dangerous crim-
inal. He was just a good, clean kid,
kinds scared."
"So is the man I want," I said
flatly. "But he killed a cop."
"But you don't know that Ses-
sions .. ."
''No, 1 don't," I said. "Did you
keep that recommendation be
showed you?"
"Don't remember,* the e h I • 2
said. "Maybe I did."
"Ordinary hotel letterhead?" I
asked. "Or did It say 'office of the
Manager' or something like that!"
"No, just ordinary stuff, I
gui•ss."
"Paper that anyone could have
picked up to write a letter," I said
almost to myself. "Take a room
there, rent a typewriter, um the
paper turnished by the hotel, and
you've got your letter, lemma like
a pretty flimsy kind of recommen-
dation, Didn't you .. ."
"We Wire through the main of-
fice usually," Grenier broke in.
"But each department Is author-
ized to hire temporary people as
need arises. We sever bolas/ much
with references then."
"Okay," I said siowly. 'That's
that. Maybe it was Stewart May-
be not."
The chief towered over me. "I
been 'enable like you wanted, eh'
'I answered all the questions?"
"Yes, chief," I 1111.I.Cli 'Thanks."
The burly engineer stamped out
ol the office.
Stewart rause have had a good
reason for scheduling his trip on
the Dixie Dandy in the brat place.
What if be was supposed to meet
someone on board? Some on e
like
And then there was the "Get
Off" warning someone had loft for
me hist fugal Someone who, .."
And Doc Riggs v.ars prowling the
deck early this morning, according
to Russell. What for? To find
Stewart and warn him 1 was on
board? To ace whether I got off?
fee sin earlv machine eaueettes
••-•
•
tional? I had to find out.
Outside the light had faded to a
deee gray and the wind had come
op again. Dark and cold and •
o'clock of a winter's evening. Doc
Riggs would be sitting in tee bar,
I held out my hand toward Gre-
ater. "I just found your passkey,"
I said. "As soon as I realised what
It was, I brought it right up here.
That was 4out 0:30 t h
warder ItT"-- —
"Was It?" Grinder Wel. staring
at my open palm. Do you .. . I
mean, what do you w ant, Mr.
Wilde'?"
"I want to find your passkey for
about half an hour, Mr. Grenier. I
have to visit a friend. You don't
really want to know any more
about it, do you?"
"No," he said He brought out
the dull brass key from Ms desk
drawer. "I wonder why I am will-
ing to trust you so much, Kr.
Wilde 7"
"I'm very grateful, sir," I said
sincerely. "I'll be fast and carefuL
And no one will see your key."
Doc had bedroom six, exactly
below mine and just across from
Miss Pomeroy's. I tapped on the
door and waited, just in case. Then
1 unlocked it and stepped Inside
quickly. The roora was dark. I
didn't like to turn on the lights,
but It was lights or open curtains.
I flipped the switch. Doe's was a
twin-bed room, but except for that
It was much the same as mine.
A mall bag was on a chair and
a strange pigskin case that was
almost • cube was on the toot of
the bed. The case was not locked.
It was a box of books, a suede-
lined traveller's library. I turned
to the small bag.
Very gingerly I felt through the
clothes, hating no Idea of what 1
was looking for, but somehow feel-
ing I'd know when I found IL But
I didn't,
One last look was enough for •
larger bag. It was empty; obvi-
ously Doc was a man who got his
clothes on hangers as soon as he
could. I pulled open the closet
door.
Doe had a dinner jacket, a dark
worsted lounge suit, a thick tweed
jacket and flannels to go with
All had ready-made labels in them
and all were from a store in Chi-
cago. I tapped my hand against
the jackets. Nothing in any of the
pockets. Until I reached the flan,
nets. Something in the right pocket
cracked heavily against my
knuckle. I could feel a hard email
lump. Ultimately I worked it out,
heavy and cold In my palm, a
smooth, deadly piece of precision
work.
I had to turn it on end to be
sure of the caliber. It was one
round for a .337 Smith and Weapon
Megiiiim and' that Is • frightening
weeper). probably the most power-
ful basin-gun in the world. The
slug has a way of going through
two walls and taking the ear oil
an Innocent bystander In the next
county. This was one shiny brass-
jacketed shelL It didn't have tc
mews anything. Did it?
I bounced the solid slug in my
hand tor a moment and thee
ducked to elide it back In the
pocket where 4'd found it.
eme BP arristOlve4
be.
NOTICE
TEE- LEDGER AND TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCK71
FLATEtY & CAREAWAY MOTOV.:-
cycle sales and-.- service. N. 13th
Street. Murray, Ky. (A259)
1141( YOUR HONE or mums
and bisects. Easport work. Gall
W11 or see Sara MAW (tte)
NUTRILITE FOOD pUPPLEMENT
modern knowledgeohmphatizes the
importance of proper rutraion.
"The Need is Now" Mg. B. J.
Huffman, Phone 306, Mr and Mrs.
Esco Gunter, Phone 131l-M, Mrs.
Boyd Gilbert, phone 195, Local
distributors. (S10e)
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN
becoming a licensed beauty opera-
tor, enroll now for the six months
course which will begin about
Sept. 1st. For details call or
contact College Beauty Shop, N
16th St. Phone 648. (al0e)
SALE ON SUMMER MERCHAN-
dise still in progress—See our
many bargains in quality merchan-
dise. Murray Fashion Shop. (a8c)
VERA ROSSON, BEAUTY OPER-
ator is now associated with us.
For appointments call 392 Modern
Beauty Shop—over Day end Nite.
(a6c)
FIRE INSURANCE — WE PAY
for your ashes. Galloway Insu:-
ance Agency, West side of Court
Sq. Murray, Ky. Ph. 106:,.. (alp)
• MIDWAY MOTORS •
miles South of Murray on Hazel
Road.
— Drive out ana save esss —
eNew and Used Cars *Television
Grayson McClure, Purdosn Parts
Phone 84 (aL3c)
SERVICES OFFERED
SINGER SEWING MA CHINE
representative in Murray. For
Sales, Service, Repair coriti..ct Leon
Halts 1411 Poplar, phone 1074-R.
(a30c)
EXPERT PIANO TUNING AND
repairing. Write or call Buell 0.
Bone, Route 8, Paducah. (57p)
MR. FARMER, NOW IS THE
time to fill your silos. IA c have a
new field chopper ready to do
custom work. See or coil Elbert
Hemeolle-lariel etinio-Pleeme 960-4-4,
Murray. Route 5. (s2c)
PORTRAIT. COMMERCIAL, DI-
rect color photography. Formal
and candid weddings. Fine frames
made to order and 'seasonably
priced. Wells & Wrather. South
Side Square, Murray. Open Mon-
day through Saturday. (sic)
EBus. Opportunities
WANTED TO BORROW: PRIVATE
Money at 6 per cent, secured by
btminess propeity. Write Box 32-0
CARD OF THANKS
We want to thank eac'h and
everyone who was so kind, to us,
during the illness and death of
our loved one, Porter Clayton.
Especially do we thank neighbors
and friends who sent flee/era, Mr.
Ronald Churchill, Bro. J. H. Thur-
man, Bro, Leonard Cole, Dr, Hugh
Houston and the nurses for their
untiring efforts. Words cannot ex-
press our appreciation. May God
bless each of you.
—The Porter Clayton family.
TV Schedule
Continued From Page 2,
10:55 Game of the Week
1:30 Cowboy G-Mee
2:00 Film Feature
2:30 Super Circus
3:00 Super Circus
3:30 Cavalcade of Bands
4:00 My Little Margie
4:30 Lone Ranger
5:00 Spike Jones
5:30 Amateur Hour
6:00 Show of Shows
7.30 Hit Parade
8:00 Wrestling
9:00 Feature
10:00 News
10:10 Amatuer Night
11:05 Sign Off
'Major League
Leaders
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Player & Club G AB R H Pet
&elem. Bklyn. 105 406 87 144 355
Musial, St. L. 10540" 9.2141.346
Mueller, N. Y. 107 436 63 148.319
Sehdnst, St. L. 106 451 82 150.332
Moon, St. L. 104 447 81 148 331
AMERICAN LEAGI'E
Player & Club 6 All K H Pet.
-Noren, N. Y. R6 29e 45 99 .341
Minos°. Chi, 110 408 90134 328
Fox, Chi. 110 446 83 145 325
Avdiet Cieverew-116-8711 3S.J4e .348
Mantle, N. Y. 100 382 91 121 317
• HOME RUNS.
Mays, Giants 
 36
Sauer, Cubs 
 
32
Musial, Cards 
 
31
Kluszewski Reds 
 
 2.9
Hodges, Dodgers 
 29
Dale & Stublgefield
- - 
ERISCRIETION1
 11
rSti6r 14agueaanifingsir CHIMP WNW
AMERICAN LEAGUE
W L let, GO
Cleveland 
 73 32 .695
New York  
 73 35 .678 le
Chicago 
 70 39 .642 5
Detroit 
 47 59 .443 261i
Washington 44 59 .427 28
Boston 
 42 61 .408 30
Philadelphia  
 37 68 .332 36
Baltimore. 
 37 70 .346 37
Yesterday's Results
New York 4 Detroit 3
Chicago 10 Washington 3
Cleveland 7 Philadelphia 3
Boston 3 Baltimore 1 10 inn.
Today's Games
Washington at Chicae0
New York at Detroit
Philadelphia at Cleveland
Boston at Baltimore
Tomorrow's Games
Washington at Chicago, 2
New York at Detroit
Philadelphia at Cleveland, 2
Boston at Baltimore, 2
NATIONAL LEAGUE
W L Pet. GB
New York  
 69 39 .639
Brooklyn  
 65 43 602 4
Milwaukee 
 58 47 .352 SO,
95 DRIVE-IN
SATURDAY ONLY
"BOTANY BAY"
in Technicolor
starring Alan Ladd,
Patricia Medina, James
Mangles
SUNDAY & MONDAY
"BEAT THE DEVIL"
starring Humphrey Bogart,
Jennifer Jones, Gina
Lollobrigida
(-First Run Jo-Tibia Vieireity)
Philadelphia _ 51 52 —.495 
St. Lows ui
 St 65 .401 /7
Ciirmnati  
 
51 57 .472 18
Chicago 
 
44 62 .415 24
Pittsburgh 37 71 .343 32
Yesterday's Results
Milwaukee 6 New York 5
Brooklyn 8 Cincinnati 1
Pittsburgh 7 St. Louis 3
Pittsburgh 6 St. Louis 5 2nd.
Philadelphia 7 Chicago 4
Today's Games
Cincinnati at Brooklyn
Milwaukee at New York
Chicago at Philadelphia
St. Louis at Pittsburgh
Tomorrow's Games
Cincinnati at Brooklyn
Milwaukee at New York
Chicago at Philadelphia: 2
St. Louis at Pittsburgh. 2
q - vimusiogussuisevrmA
PA& THREI
.9n111•01014111M•1111Mee•
MARSHALL CO.
Drive-In
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
 
 Double Feature
"WOMAN THEY ALMOST
LYNCHED"
with John Lund
PLUS
"WAC FROM WALLA
WALLA"
starring Judy Canova
SUNDAY &MONDAY
"MA AND PA KETTLE
AT THE FAIR"
starring Marjorie Maio
and Percy McBride
Wallis Drug
WE HAVE IT — WE WILL GET IT
OR IT CAN'T BE HAD
PRACTICE DRIVING
RANGE
now
Officially Open
• Come out and try„ your skill.
• Improve your golf.
Every Thursday Is Ladies Day
. at Half Price
Practice Driving Range
One Mile West of Murray on Highway 94
taterina-ChirWren t IF4TEe - Until 5 12•Dt-
rn,
PRAZEE, MELUGIN & HOLTON
INSURANCE AGENTS
Automobile — Fire Casualty
Telephone 331
Murray,
Gatlin Building
Kentucky
"It Does Make a Difference Who Writes Your Insturalles'l
OH, NANCY---A CUTE
BOY MOVED IN
NEXT DOOR
I SPENT 1;7'N
WKILE. LIFE.
PREPARING ,
FOR THIS
FAINTING -
AND NOW-
:> YOU'VE
RUINED ,
ABBIE an' SLATS
1/0•J'VE DESTROYED
-mr Maar
IRREPLACEABLE
MASTERPIECE
QF MODLRN
ART!, )11//
AAP*** 
'A. s.
I.. I THINK WE'VE PKACTICED
ENOUGH NOW, MISS MAGGI- I
KNOW WHAT TO DO WHEN
THE PHOTOG-
RAPHER
GETS HERE
- 
ex FADED —Co Pi FA 
PO —CoP
PRACTICE MAK6S PERFECT,
DARLING . (AND 1W/5 /(/NO OF
PRACTICE WILL .90C/NCE ClaRZ/E
0,Qest9s- Avaser _
mire> my •
0w~ Y 14
ARMS/
.ee •••• SeelPeOe.
-enalegegerilleMitenenreee essompanneeseeeeeemineepeemer------ermstemememoggiemeneemipse:
By Ernie Bushmille• 4
By Raeburn Van Buren
DE D
•
he.
•
after
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•
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•
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INDUSTRY IS SHIFTING
A few years ago communities in the Teunes.see Valleylooked forward to the time when industries would lo-cate in this section because of cheap TVA power.
We have found that a number of other factors deter-mine where factories locate, including the importantone of an adequate supply of cooperative labor. Wealways took the labor supply for granted. We knew wehad many unemployed people, but we find now someapparently don't want jobs.
Breakfast Held At
Kenlake Hotel For
Miss Sue Parker
It has been interesting to watch the progress, or thelack of it, of "labor surveys" being made ill neighboring
communities. One Would think from the results that ,there are few people_ ,wkvacot _jobs 
It is well to bear in mind, however, ;hist these "labor,
surveys" do not necessarily present a clear picture of 'the needs of a community for a factory to produce pay-
rolls.
Under present-day conditions
all families have a breadwinner
ployed, or the family is drawing
the public treasury or otherwise in one
sometimes in more than one.
For families on permanent, or even semi
-permanent
•
relief it is mighty easy to adjust to an idle life, or one
of only part-time employment. It has never been any
fun to do manual labor when the temperature is in the
upper -90's, and millions of people can get by without
workjng, even on a minimum government or state sub-
sistence check.
40.01-0Arallai ,
of inflation practically
who is profitably cm- ,
welfare funds from ,
form or another,
We have wondered for several years what effect it
would have on the labor market to suspend all types
of welfare checks for a period of several months. It is
well and good to have-insurance against unemployment
but lots of folks would find jobs quickly 1 payments
were suspended.
' -
An adequate laVor anpply is, however, only one factor
in determining the location of a factory, even though
it is an important one. Another is the matter of local
financial aid, and in these days of inflaticn it .s almost
as important as labor.
There is a mighty large school of thought which is
opposed to furnishing industries any type of financial
aid. The argument is that a factory that will prove de-
sirable doesn't need financial aid, and doesn't desire it.
There may have been some validity to this argument
at one time but it is not valid under present conditions.
The average industry wants local financial aid no matter
what its own assets might be, not because it experiences
any difficulty in getting money fur expansion but to be
assured of the co-operation of leading local citizens and
business institutions.
The Kenlake Hotel was .he
scene of the prenuptial breakfast
held on Wednesday morning at
nine-thirty o'clock in i."ompliment
to Miss Angela Sue Parker. Sep-
tember bride-elect of Mr John A.
Warner.
Mrs. Jack Kennedy. Mrs. Whit
Liles. Mrs. B. H. Cooper and Mrs.
Wilbert C. Outland were the
gracious hostesses for !lb: lovely
occasion.
For the bridal event, the honoree
chose to wear iro:n her trousseau
a white cotton faille frock which
was embroidered and tr.inrned in
blue. Her hostesses' infi corsa2
was oi bronair and yellow baby
chrysanthemums.
The decorations carried out the
theme of the bride's chosen pat-
tern of pottery which 3 thistle.
The gorgeous centerpiece was com-
posed of flowers in the aster
family and the pLacecards had
handpainted thistles on them.
MISS Parker was .presented with
a place setting of her, pottery by
the hostesses.
Covers were laid for Miss Par-
ker, Mrs. E. C. Pa-ker, Mrs. C G.
Warner. Mrs. Pogue Otail..r.d. Mrs.
C. C. Lowry, Mrs. Luther Jackson,
Mrs. R. L Wart Mrs. W C. El-
kins. Mrs. Bradburn Hale, Mrs.
Heron West, Mrs. N. P. Hutson,
Mrs George Hart. and the hos-
tesses.
• • • •
.1Irs. Joe Phillips
honored it Shower
At The Dunn Home
Mrs. 4ae 419411•0041 Pluiltps-- woe
complimented on Tuesday eveiuni
with 3 iniscellanenus shower given
at the lovely Mare of Ms Holmes
Dunn on Iryan Street. Mrs. Cary
Rose and Miss Katie Rose Linn
were t:ie assisting hostesses.
The honoree. A recent bride. is
the former Miss Martha Linn She
opened her man n lovely gifts
which nad been placed ri a table
overlaid with a white linen cloth
and centered with an arrangement
of pink roses.
Games were played by the group
!Nsens--Iromen--"-reneenimensr-leare
servi-d !rum the diming table
overlaid with a lovely Imes cloth
and centered with an ar-anisaanent
Of pink roses. Punch ar.d cokes.
iced w?th wedding bells, were ser;
Approximately twenty five per-
110419 t• n ded the shower
Industries have found it is. easier for them to meet
emergencies of almost any kind if local funds are in-
vested in their factories. For that reason we predict
hereafter practically all industries will locate in com-
munities which offer local financial aid.
-
Cheap it), is not the inducement .for factories
we thought it would be. Natural gas is more attractive
to some factories than an inexhaustible supply of cheap
electricity, and the attitude of Congress towarcIA pdiver
in general, and TVA in particular, is not helping mat-
ters in the Tennessee Valley right now.
Communities thritiughout the State of Mississippi have
been remarkably successful in securing desirable fac-
tories sine World War Two because of the "balance
agriculture with industry" legislation enacted Py the
legislature, plus the "right to work law," better ;mown
as the "anti-closed shop law,"
auk
The fact there is very little TVA power :n Mississippi,
or very little public power of any kind for that matter,
has been overcome by. the local financial aid factor and
the anti-closed shop law vvhieh, by the way, is exceed-
ingly popular with working men and women as well as
others because they can see what leis doing in attracting
industries that pay .far above the prevailing wage in
Mississippi.
The biggest factor in getting industries is a live Cham-
ber of Commerce. Such institutions have proven their
ability to overcome Aly and all obstacles in inducing
desirable_facturies to locate in their communities. We
believe competition for additional payrolls will' force
all southern communities to go after factories aggres-
isiNely through-Koch organisati,o1.4
10.
• • • •
PERSONALS I
Mr. and Mrs Robert Icn.n...n and
daughter. Judy of Highland Park.
Mich, have been the guriii of Mr.
J, Mason's parents, Mr and Mrs.
J. E. Jetuason. and his safer Mrs.
Manioc Frizzell and farn.ly. Tht
Johnso..s also visited her parents.
Mr and Mrs. Dave Miller of
Mayfield.
• • • •
Pvt. and Mrs. Ronald Churchill,
Zr. tuft Friday morning for Edge-
wood, Maryland, where he is sta-
tioned at the Army Che.n•cal Cen-
ter. Mrs. Churchill Just graduated
frorn Murray State ColLge and
Mr. Churchill has spent the past
week with his family here. Mrs.
Churchill is the former 31...ss Ann
Perry. - - -•
• • • •
Mrs. Royal Morris and !On, Torn
arrived here Saturday to be at the
bedside of Pies father. Mr. Jesse
Mathis of Dexter who was brouzht
to the Murray Hospital or Frichy.
July 30.
• • • •
Mr. and Mrs. Pat 511this of
University City. Mo., Spent .,he
past weekend here to be with
his father. Jesse Mathis woo has
been ill.
Mrs. Octa Curd of Hazel had as
her guests, Mrs. Rambo Curd of
Detroit. Mach the past weekend.
She was also a guest in the .home
of Ai. and Mrs. Hardy Curd of
Hazel Route One.
• • • •
Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon Thurman.
Jr.. and Mr. and Mrs H. W.
"Stub" Wilson are vacationing in
Chelsea. Mich as the guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Bill Robertson. Thes will
return to Murray about 1:1/ middle
of next week
• • ' •
./M•••••
LAKEVIEW
DRIVE-1N
SATURDAY ONLY
— Double Feature
"FIGHTER ATTACK"
in Color With
Sterling Hayden
P 1. U S
"TRAIL of the ARROW"
' starring Guy Madison
and Andy Devine
— —
'SUNDAY & MONDAY
Jennifer Jones, Charlton
Heston, Karl Malden in
"RUBY GENTRY"
THE LEDGER AND TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY
Sports Patrol TV Schedule
By JACK CUDDY
United Press Sports Writer
NRW• YORK it_TPi Jack Deinp-
sey' predicted Wednesday thai--Fa-
Lard Charles will give Rocky Mur-
ciano "a much harder fight" in
their return title bout, Sept. 15.
"F.z is a changed man since his
great stand alpinist Rocky in
June... explained the 59-year-old
Manassa Mauler. "He was in the
restaurant here last night for a
little talk, and I was really sur-
prised at the difference.
On the mar.y occasions Demp-
sey had met Charles previoust—i,
he never was impressed with the
Cbidtrinala balkier laecau.se Pi
didn't walk, talk, or act like a
great fighter."
But now, Jack declared, "He
carries himself like a champ. His
talk and his bearing reflects a
self-confidence he apparently never
had before—not even after he
tithed Joe Lotus."
Says CmaRdenee An Asset
Properly based confidence is a
great asset for any fighter. Jack
stressed. And regardless of the
bravado that any boxer may dis-
play, he never has solid confidence
in hunself until he has come
'Through a fight with a recognized
knockout specialist. To sonic it
comes when they're young; to
others, when they're veterans.
"I never had real ring confi-
dence until after my first fight
with Gunboat Smith at San Fran-
cisco in 1917... he said. -Every-
body thought he would knock me
out because he was a great punch-
er. and I had been caught cold by
Jim Flynn a few months earlier
and knocked out in the first round.
"But I weal. the wineduled Moe
rounds with Smith in a no-decision
affair. and I felt sure I had beat-
en him. Pardner, that bout gave
me a terrific lift. Late the next
year, I fought Gunboat again in
Buffalo and knocked him out in
the seventh round. I understand
the records say I fought Smith
three times and won one decistoo.
That's wrong, We fought only
twice."
Waleett's KO Siarprise
i Char le s was unexpectedly
knocked out by Jersey Joe Walcott
fTtth-gh to 1951. Demp-
sey recalled. Some boxing men
considered it a lucky punc h.
Nevertheless. that kayo must have
caused considerable uncertainty in
Charles' mind as he ptei:ared for
his June fight with unbeaten Mar-
coni). who had knocked out 40 of
his 45 opponents.
"Es must have got tremendous
self - assurance from lasting 15
rounds with Rocky." Jack de-
plored_ Iltarticurally when he
could hardly breath in the last
half of the fight because of a
punchzin the throat in the eighth
as he claims..
"I dicbft see the fight because
I was sick that night, but I read
the papers and I talked to several
•
MSM-11
icaistasieed from baea page)
SATilltUA
925 Do You fallow. Why
930 Meet Mr. McNutley
10.00 Johnny Japiter
10:30 Captain Midnight
11:00 Children's Cidspel Hour
119:40 Western Film
1:00 To tie Announced
3:30 Roy Rogers
4:4)0 Sky King
4:30 Stu Erwin
909 Spike Jones
5.30 Amateur Hour
6 00 Show Q f Show;
7:00 Calvacade of America
8:00 Epics of the West
9:00 Wrestling
WS1X.TV
iConlinued from back paget
10:55 Moor League 13am-ball
Game of the Week:
Philadelphia vs Bast:more
1:30 TBA
2.45 TBA
3:C1() Request Theater
4:15 What's Your Trouble?
4:30 Beat the Ciock
5:00 Jackie Gleason
6-00 Two for the MINK
630 Favorite Husband
7:00 That's My Boy
7:30 Into the Night
8:00 Name's The Same
530 TBA
900 Summer Theater
WPAC-TV
Csatimmod from back page)
3 30 Wild Bill Hickok
- Social Caletair.
alsiday, August 9
• The Euzehan Sunday School
Class of the First Boptist Church
Miss Onnle Skinner, teak:her, will
meet at the Murray City Park at
six-thirty o'clock.
• • • •
Tuesday. Arius' iq
Murray Star ,...-napter No. 431
Order of the Eastern Star will
meet at the Masonic Hall at
eight o'clock.
maps '"Tv' 5T'
The Sunbes as of the F:ve ?cant
Mission will meet at tne. Baptist
Student Center at three-thirty o'-
clock.
• • • •
Circles of the ISMS of the First
Baptist Church will meet at two-
thirty. o'clock as follows: I With
Miss Cappte Beale, II v•ith Mrs.
MJI Vii Morris, IN with hi's. L D
Outland; IV with Mrs. Will Role,
boxing writers. Everyone seemed
agreed that Charles was ahead at
On end 04 10 rounds Melt be a lot
more daneerous this time becaii,
he can gamble on putting poochr
torather instead of sharp
-shooting
with siagle shots '
Five Years Ago Today
August 7. 1949
Barkley Jones. representative, R. Hall Hood, ludge,1Nat Ryan Hughes, county attorney, Lester Nanny, coun-ty court clerk, Wayne J. Flora, sheriff, James L. John-son, tax commissioner, Ed Burkeen, jailer, and Max H.Churchill, coroner, are the winners in the CallowayCounty primary election.
Announcement has been made of the marriage ofMist; Oneida Ahart, daughter of -Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie 'Abaft, to Loyd Elbert Boyd, son of Mr. and Mrs. Pres-
ton Boyd.
Mr. Francis J. Cusack of Philadelphia, Pa., will spend
the weekend with his daughter, Mrs. Jay Wilson andfamily. 
I 444 NgNew York —(UP)— Government employment has
grown five times more rapidly than private employmentin the past 48 years, the National Bureau of Economic
Research reports.
One man, Ray L. Wyatt nf Mayfield, was hit during
a western style stickup of a resort at Reelfoot Lake last
night.
••
Let us deliver your concrete right
to your door__already mixed—
ready to pour_—so efficient—,
so economical
I.
•••Fr •*•••••••••• •
4:00
4:15
410
4:30
4:45
5:00
5:30
6:00
630
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
844)
8:46
900
9:30
9:40
9:45
10:45
Captain Video
/ticker Comics
Weather
Dinah Shore
News Caravan
Groucho Marx
Cavalcade of America
Dragnalt
Theatre
Martin Kane
Jackpot Calling
Playhouse of Stars
News
Weather
To Be Announcea
To Be Announced
News
Weather
To Be Announced
Sign Off
FRIDAY,
4.50 Meditation
5:25 News
5.30 Today
5:55 News
6:00 Today
6:25 News
6,30 Today
6:55 Charm with Cathy
7:00Ding Dung School
7:30 Betty Whit*
800 Home Show
9:00 Bride and Groom
9:15 Hawkins Falls
9 30 Shopping at Homo
10:00 3 Steps To fleaven
10:15 Storyland
10:30 Homemakers Program
11:00 News
11:15 Farm News
11:30 Channel Five Club
12:00 Kate Smith
1:00 Welcome Travelers
1:30 On Your Account
2.00 Pinky Lee Show
2 30 Howdy Doody
3.00 Photoqua
3:15 Berl Olswanger
4:15 Flicker Comic,
330 To Be Announced
3:45 Hartoorn
4;00 Captain Video25
4:30 Eddie Fisher
4:45 News Caravan
500 Dennis Day
5:30 Life of Riley
6:00 Big Story
6:30 Stories of thar Cantury
7:00 Cavalcade of Sports
7:45 Greatest Fights
8:00 Letter to Loretta
830 News
8:45 Clete Roberts
9;—'-
9:30 News
9:40 Weather
9:45 Hollywood. Movie Theater
10:45 Sign OS
SATURDAY,
8:45 News
8:55 Illeduatiso
FLOO Captain Midnight
9.30 Pride of the Southuncl
1&00 To Be Announced
10:30 Quiz 'ern oft the JCL'
Continoed On Page 3,
SATURDAY, AUGUST 7, 1954
Murray Wye - In Theatre
Highway Junction 641 and 121
SATURDAY
WILLIS DRUG
Will Be Open This Sunday
for your Drug, Prescription and Sisnciry Needs.
WE WILL BE CLOSED from
11:00 A.M. to 1:00 P.M. for Church Hour
'AIB CONUIIIONED
SUNDAY
and MON.
That Academy Award Man!
( For "Stalag 17")
William Holden in
"A GIRL FOR -JOE"
 LAST TIMES TONIGHT
Allan "Rocky" Lane in
"El Paso Stampede"
AIR COMHIMAtO
SUNDAY
and MON.
ADVENTURE AND ROMANCE IN THE JUNGLES Or Cfr.CINi
TeeHIC( at#ORJ
star 
EU ZABETH TAYLOR,
LANA ANDREWS
PETER. FINCH
sag die w,14
elephant,
inane pana
LAST TIMES TONIGHT
John Payne and Dan Duryea
in "RAILS INTO LARAMIE"
NOTICE
41'
Demonstration—Monday, August 9th
2 p.m.
"ROTO-Speed" Rotary Cutter
in=North side of Chestnut between Outland
Seed house and Ryan Milk Co.
SEE I T - - -
• Cut Brush
• Cut Stalks
• Mow Pastures, etc.
1111121-4 .611hal
1PLANTERS
Tractor t?t Equipment Co.
Murray, Kentucky
••
•
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SATURDAY, AUGUST 7, 1954
FOR SALE
 iFOUR—GERMAN SHEPHERD-BA.R-B-QUE, POUND OR- PIECE.
reftriotIDS PROPERTY
Ptope-tv coneiste of
d lot. Lot is 59 x WS ft.
Claude Vick near klarclia.
(a7p)
LE: HOUSE FURNISHED
shed 7 rooms, hall, bath
i.iirag Very cunven ently b.
Wea17 t 1-1748 (a7p1
Mt TON FOND PICKUP. A-1
on. Priced right See at
End Service Statior, phone
(alk)
, 20 LB. PULL, NICE CON-
, 5 months old. C.11 1/03.
(AlOric)
MOO& Black and tan Two males.
Two females. Wonderful with
children. Excellent guard dbgs.
Pure -bred. L. M. Overeey. Tel.
$3, 303 N. 5th St. (A10p)
ONE ELECTRIC STOVE 3 PIECE
bedroom suite, breakfast suite, sofa
bed and chair to match, metal kit-
chen cabinet. See at 209,7 South
15th Street Earl dardntr (Al0p)
7 CU rr. SE/IVET.: GAS RE-
trigerator, good condition. WOO-
It interested, reply to Box 32-N.
Murray. , (A10p)
SUMMER JEWELRY litaLF-PRICE
Good selection. Get yours while
tkey last - Molly Martin Shop.
(a7c)
RILEY'S
FURNITURE & APPLIANCES
"From The Kitchen To The Parlor"
Murray, Ky. .......... Telephone 5.7
Cfnnotr-fOX
•••••••••
[el./ by tit HalcOLOR
RICHARD BURTON • JEAN SIMMONS
VICTOR MATURE • MICHAEL RENNIE
ni imam, el
snaoceme soma
75c per person, children 12 and under in cars, free.
MURRAY DRIVE-IN THEATRE
,ok CHAPTER THIRTEEN
THE (-HIE? engineer slammed
Sao the oliftee He was a big elan
h ot up and closed the door after
"Now, you . ." he snarled.
o fast steps took him to Gre-
r's desk and both heavy hands
had across for the old man.
V Jibbed a hard at in Its short
.Te unexpected jolt straight-
Oiled him up. He turned., and his
minutia gaped.
"Keep your lianas in your pock.
• chief," I said. "You're in
group trouble as it ca."
, The chief glared at me stupidPy
Spr a moment, then whirled bark
b Grader. "Who Is this punk? Did
i "He quiet, chief," Greaser said
fsply. 'This is very important_ur man Sessions may he • dan•routs criminaL We mustow . .."
' 'Sessions ? That kid?" The chief
tee contemptuous. "He's • little
k I picked up for apprentice
r, but he couldn't stand the
, so be quit. A dangerous cries-
1, hail!' ' He. leaned over the
k, tapped a broad forenager at
, renier's chest. "iota haow what's
Wrong with you? You're a . . ."
I turned my right shoulder Into
the cruet and teamed my weight on
him, staggering him away from
t he desk. His Inger stabbedl again
at empty air and his booming
N , . ice dwindled In surprise.
-Stop poking the purser," I said
easily. "You need all the friends
:. o u can geL What did Sea-
lions .."
"De sensible, chief," Greater
enapped. "Plasm answer and stop
itat snarling."
The chief drew a slow breath.
-11i/ice you started something," he
said to me. "Passenger or no pas-
eihger ..."
it. I at down and grinned at him."What did Sessions look lam?"
The chiefs frown remained firm
but his eyes wavered. He turned to
Orenier. 'Who is this ..." klas
thumb poked toward me.
"A detective," Greiner said.
"Ekire," the chief breathed. "A
cop. Pushing people . . ."
"What did Semitone look like?"
I said again.
"A kid," the chief said. "Hunnert
rind 50, maybe. Lessen six feet,
.aybe Eve h0. grown hair. Pala
Kin. Just a kid. Scared to speak
. anybody. Had a dolt way of
talking. like he was scared all the
time. Seventeen years old. High
school ..."
"You knew him" Before you
hired him, I mean?"
"Never saw him," the chief an-
swered. "He was hanging around
the dock in Cincy. Steward hired
him to load supplies. He kept pes-
tering me for a job, but I didn't
have anything till the last day
when one of my boys Weat
sick .. ."
"Did Sessions have any refer-
ences or ..."
"Letter," the chief said. "Recom-
mendation from the manager of
jhe Netherland Plaza hoteL Said
vita was a good kid, high school
graduate. Worked in the boiler
'nom at the hotel, Sopped bells-
Seemed okay to me. fie I put him
whee
•
Friday, Saturday and Suraay. Also
commercial cooking. Louella's Bar-
on. male, Hazil Highway.
(a7ci
LOFT FOR SALE ON IRVAN
Street. Plbriek Price IWO. See
owner at 14051  West Main. a9p)
ELECTRIC STOVE, GENERAL
Electric. r burner, deep well, ex-
cellent oven. Call 989-A-3. taf/p)
ONE NICE BUILDING LOT ON
Woodlawn. See Fred McClure. 300
Woodlawn. (a9c)
"OLD KENTUCKY" WELL MADE
"Match Me" shirts and pants--
Grays and khaki
-Shirts 8148-
Pants 92.98. Shop & Sve Store
So. east corner of Court Square.
(a7c)
MONUMENTS, SOLID GRANITE,
Large selecUon styles, Call 95,
see at Calloway Monumeri Works,
Vester Orr, owner, West Ilain near
College. Ltfca24c)
Wanted To Buy, I
USED DRESSER (NOT VANITY)
with mirror-or chest of drawers.
Call 1103 between 9 a ot and 4
P•m• 080
• Recruits Wanted •
For
Paris, Tennessee
National Guard Unit
Company E, 117th Inf.
Will leave for camp in
about two weeks.
Contact Armory at Porter
Court, North edge of Paris.
Meeting each Wednesday
night at 7:30 p.m.
meybit 1_3ARTSPIcia
"The letter said he was II?"
"That's right."
The chief shrugged. "He looked
/Ike • kid, acted like one. No oon-
tidence."
"Sure," I said. "What if you
found out he was 24? Could you
believe that?"
The chief said: "Uh, maybe. I
guess so. Kid never said much.
Just acted young and aorta
scared."
I nodded slowly and felt slight-
ly sick thinking about it. "Did you
really work him hard enough to
make him quit because he couldn't
stand it?"
"Some kids quit right off," the
chief said. "It ain't rare. No, I
wouldn't say it was that rough.
It's hard getting used to the hours
for some of them, but the work
ain't much."
-Maybe the regular hands pushed
him around a bit?"
"Could be, sure. A new hand
takes his lumpa."
"What about his luggage?
Clothes and personal things?"
"Gone," the chief said. "All he
had was a LIU* cbtty hag. He
must& car•ried it off under his
coat."
"He have permission to go
ashore?" 4
"Sure. Ile was off duty. But
Sessiobs wasn't no dangerous crim-
inal. He was just • good, clean kid,
kirda scared."
-So is the man I want," I said
flatly. "But he killed a cop."
-But you don't know that Ses-
sions ..
-No, I don't," I said. "Led you
keep that recommendation' he
showed you?"
"Don't remember," the o It is?
said. -Maybe I did."
"Ordinary hotel letterhead?" I
asked. "Or did it say 'Office of the
Manager or something like that?"
"No, just ordinary stuff, I
guess."
'Paper that anyone could have
picked up to write • letter," I said
almost to myself. -rake a room
there, rent a typewriter, use the
paper furnished by the hotel, and
you've got prof letter. Seems like
a pretty flimsy kind of recommen-
dation. Didn't you .. ."
"We hire through the main of-
fice usually," Grenier broke in.
"But each department is author-
ized to hire temporary people as
need arises. We sever bother much
with references then."
-Okay," I said slowly. 'That's
that.. Maybe it Wu Stewart. May-
be not"
The chief towered over me. "I
been sensible late you wanted, eh 7
I answered all the questions?"
"Yes, chief," I said. "Thanks."
The burly engineer stamped out
of the office.
Stewart must have had a good
reason tor scheduling his trip on
the Dixie Dandy in the first place.
What if be was supposed to meet
someone on board? Someone
like ..
And then there was the "Get
Off" warning someone had left for
me gat night. Someone who,
And Dec Riggs was prowling the
deck early this morning, according
to Russell. What for? To find
Stewart and warn Min I was on
board? To see whether I got off?
eae 'feet Ni early moreilto osextirvi.
4
•
sienett I had to find
Outside the light had faded to a
deer( gray and the wind had come
up again. Dark and cold and 4
o'clock of a winter's evening. Doc
Riggs would be sitting in the bar.
I held out my hand toward Gre-
ater. "I just found your passkey,"
I said. "As soon as I reabned what
it was, I brought it right up here.
That wasrAirou.t 4:30n h
wasn't It
"Was ?" Grenter said, staring
at my open palm. Do you . . . I
mean, what do you w a at, Mr.
Wilde 7"
"I want to find your passkey for
about half an hour, kit. Grenier. I
have to visit a friend. You don't
really want to know any more
about it, do you?".
"No," he said. He brought out
the dull brass key from his desk
drawer. "I wonder why I am will-
ing to trust you so much. Mr.
Wilde?"
"I'm very grateful, sir," I said
sincerely. "I'll be fast and careful.
And no one will see your key."
Doc had bedroom sht, exactly
below mine and lust across from
Miss Pomeroy'a. I tapped on the
door and waited, just in case. Thee
1 unlocked it and stepped inside
quickly. The roont was dark. I
didn't like to turn on the lights,
but it was lights or open curtains.
I flipped the switch. Doc'• was a
twin-bed room, but except for that
it was much the same as mine.
A wall bag was on a chair and
a strange pigskin case that was
almost a cube was on the foot of
the bed. The case was not locked.
It was a box of books, • suede-
lined traveller's library. I turned
to the small bag.
Very gingerly I felt through thilk
clothes, hating no idea of what
was looking for, but somehow feel-
ing I'd know when I found it. But
I didn't.
One fast look was enough for •
larger bag. It was epipty; obvi-
ously Doc was a man who got his
clothes on hangers as son as he
coukl. I pulled open the closet
door.
Doc had s dinner jacket, a dark
worsted lounge suit, a thick tweed
jacket and flannels to go with it.
All had ready-made labels in them
and all were from a store in Chi-
cago. I tapped my hand against
the jackets. Nothing in any of the
pockets. Until I reached the flan.-
nela Something in the right pocket
crac ksil heavily against my
knuckle. I could feel a hard email
lump. Ultimately I worked It out,
heavy and cold in my palm, a
smooth, deadly piece of precision
work.
I had to turn it on end to be
sure at the caliber. It was one
round for s .337 Smith and Wession
Megnum and that is a frightening
weave. probably the most power-
ful kann-gun in the world. The
slug has a way of going through
two walls and taking the ear off
an innocent bystander in the next
county. This was one shiny brass-
jacketed shell. It didn't have tc
mean anything. Did it?
I bounced the solid slug in my
hand for a moment and Cher
ducked to slide it back In the
pocket where I'd found it.
Re Contititi,d
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NOTICE
 r
r! TrY Ss CARRAWAY MOTOR.
cycle sales and--.service. N. 22th
Street, Murray, Ky. • (A25p)
RID YOUR HOME OF TERMITE&
and insects. Expert work. Call
441 or see Sans Kelley. Wei
NUTRILITE FOOD SUPPLEMENT
modern knowledge emphasizes the
importance of proper r utrition.
"The Need is Now" M s. B. .7.
Hoffman. Phone 308. Mr and Mrs.
Esco Gunter, Phone 131I-M, Mrs.
Boyd Gilbert, phone 195, ...Local
distributors. (S10e)
IP YOU ARE INTERESTED IN
becoming • licensed beauty opera-
tor, enroll now for the six months
course which will begtn about
Sept. 1st. For details call or
contact College Beauty Shop, N
16th St. Phone 848. (al0c)
SALE ON SUMMER MERCEIAN-
disc still in progress--See our
many bargains in quality merchan-
dise. Murray Fashion Shop. (a8c)
VERA ROSSON, BEAUTY OPER.
ator is now associated with us.
For appointments call 392 Modern
Beauty Shop-over Day and Nite.
(a8c)
FIRE INSURANCE - WE PAY
for your ashes. Galloway Insin-
ance Agency, West side of Court
Sq. Murray, Ky. Ph. 106:.. (a6p)
• MIDWAY MOTORS •
miles South of Murray on Hazel
Road.
- Drive out ana save 4$ -
*New and Used Cars *Television
Grayson McClure, Purdoin Parts
Phone 84 (ah3c)
SERVICES OFFERED
SINGER SEWING MACHINE
representative in Muriay. For
Sales, Service, Repair conti.ct Leon
Ilan, 1411 Poplar, phone 1074-R.
(a39c)
EXPERT PIANO TUNING AND
repairing. Write or call Buell 0.
Bone, Route 8. Paducah. ts7p)
MR. FARMER, NOW IS THE
time to fill your silos. %lc have a
new field chopper rea.f.y to do
custom work. See or e:,11 Elbert
Pheardott-iseid tow- -Phone *64-4.
Murray, Route 5. (ste)
PORTRAIT. COMMERCIAL. Di-
rect color photography. Formal
and candid weddings. Fine frames
jag& to order and inasionehlat
priced.. Wells & Wrather. South
Side Square, Murray. Open Mon-
day through Saturday. (sic)
Flu*. Opportunities
WANTED TO BORROW: PRIVATE
'Money at 6 per cent, secured by
business property. Write Box 32-0
CARD OF THANKS
We want to thank each and
everyone who was so )(Ind to us,
during the illness and death of
our loved "one, Porter Clayton.
Especially do we thank neighbors
and friends who sent fkwers, Mr.
Ronald Churchill, Bro. J. H. Thur-
'man, Bro, Leonard Cole, Dr. Hugh
Houston and the ,ntirses for the::
untiring efforts. Words cannot ex-
press our appreciation. May God
bless each of you.
—The Porter Clayton family.
TV Schedule
Continued From Page 2.
10:55 Game of the Week
1:30 Cor.'boy G-Men
2:00 Film Feature
2:30
3:00
3:30
4:00
4:30
5:00
5:30
8:00
7:30
8:00
9:00
10:00
10:10
11:05
Super Circus
Super Circus
Cavalcade of Bands
My Little Margie
Lone Ranger
Spike Jones
Amateur Hour
Show "OfShows
Hit Parade
Wrestling
Feature
News
Amatuer Night
Sign Off
Major League
Leaders
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Player & Club G AB R H Pet
Bklyn. 105 408 87 144 355
Musial, St. L.
Mueller, N. Y.
Sehdnst, St. L.
Moon, St. I...
105 40^ 82 141 346
10'7 438 (13 148 339
106 45:7 1,2 150 332
104 447 81 148 331
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Player & Club G AB R H Pct.
Noren. N. Y. R6 29C 45 5e .341
Minos° Chi. 110 408 90 134 .328
Fox, Cni. 110 446 83 145 ,325
-2,0 4/1201 /1101.1011111101110•011111MEINMIEWIEWO-'
r
aj.O_r Leaguei
Standings
AMER/CAN LEAGUE
W L 1 ct.
Cleveland 
 73 32 .695
New York  
 73 35 .P.76
Chicago 
 70 39 1,42 5
Detroit 
 47 59 .443 26.i
Washington 44 59 .427 28
laoston 
 42 61 .408 30
Philadelphia 37 68 .352 36
Baltimore  
 37 79 .346 37
Yesterday's Results
New York 4 Detroit 3
Chicago 10 Washington 5
Cleveland 7 Philadelphia 3
Boston 3 Baltimore 1 10 inn.
Today's Games
Washington at Chicago
New York at Detroit
Philadelphia at Cleveland
Boston at Baltimore
Tomorrow's Games
Washington at Chicago, 2
New York at Detroit
Philadelphia at Cleveland, 2
Boston at Baltimore, 2
14
NATIONAL LEAGUE
W L Pet. GB
New York  
 69 39 639
Brooklyn  
 65 43 802 4
Milwaukee _ 58 47 552
95 DRIVE-IN
SATURDAY ONLY
"BOTANY BAY"
in Technicolor
starring Alan Ladd,
Patricia Medina, James
Mason
SUNDAY & MONDAY
"BEAT THE DEVIL"
starring Humphrey Bogart,
Jennifer Jones, Gina
Lollobrigide
Amin Ciever.e.---64-37•;1148.sis++First Run ln—This V-ieirrity)
Mantle N Y. 100 382 91 121 31?
• HOME RUNS *
Mays, Giants  
 
38
Mus.al, Cards 
 
31
Kluszewski Reds
klodges, Dadgers 
 29
Dale & Stublgefield
PRISCRIETIONI
NANCY
10H, NANICY—A
BOY MOVED IN
NEXT DOOR
LIL' ABNER
I SPENT fv177.N
WHOLE LIFE
PRE PAR I 'NIG
FOR THIS
PAIN TING -•
AND NOW-
YOU'VE
kUlt4E0
Philaaelphia ___ 51 52 .495 -15%
St Louis 
 fd 05 .481 IT
Cincinnati ..... 51 57 .472 18
Chicago 
 
44 82 .415 24
Pittsburgh  
 
37 71 .343 32
Yesterday's Results
Milwaukee 6 New York 5
Brooklyn 8 Cincinnati 1
Pittsburgh 7 St. Louis 3
Pittsburgh 6 St. Louis 5 2nd.
Philadelphia 7 Chicago 4
Toda?* Games
Cincinnati at Brooklyn
Milwaukee at New York
Chicago at Philadelphia
St. Louis at Pittlburgh
Tomorrow's Games
Cincinnati at Brooklyn
Milwaukee at New York
Chicago at Philadelphia, 2
St. Louis at Pittsburgh, 2
gefilliaTalaprifellIONNINMO:`%
V
PA& 
4
MARSHALL CO.
Drive-In
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
Double Feature
"WOMAN THEY ALMOST
LYNCHED"
with John Lund
PLUS'
"WAC FROM WALLA
WALLA" •
starring Judy Canova
SUNDAY & MONDAY
"MA AND PA KETTLE
AT THE FAIR"
starring Marjorie Main
and Percy McBride
Wallis Drug)
WE HAVE IT _ WE WILL GET IT
OR IT CAN'T BE HAD
PRACTICE DRIVING
RANGE
now
Officially Open
• Come out and try your skill.
• Iniprove your golf.
Every Thursday Is Ladies Day,
at Half Price
Practice DriN illg Range
One Mile West of Murray on Highway 94
• --U—Ties and Chadven—W-Priee Until 5 p.111-
, 
- PRAZEE, MELUGIN & HOLTON
INSURANCE AGENTS
Automobile — Casualty
Telephone 331
Murray,
Gatlin Buildind
Keetucky
"It Does Make a Difference Who Writes Xgur thwacks"
CUTE
YO'J'Vt DEc.TRC.^YLD
fllF 1•1106T
IRREPLACEABLE
MAST ERPIELL
OF MODERN
ART!.'
OH, DON'T CARK1 ON
'90' WERE
SO STUCK ON THET
PAINTIN'
•
EXACKLY
SAME
THING.'.'
By Ernie Bushmillet
By Al Capp
(.N VAC T
-17'S
SETTER!!
ABB1E an' SLATS
•
GUESS I'D BETTER
TELL MISS MAGGI
I'M HERE,
I.. I THINK WE'VE PKACTICED
ENOUGH NOW, MISS MAGGI- I
KNOW WHAT TO DO WM.
THE PHOTOG-
RAPHER
GETS HERE
Vi1/44‘
•
togr„
•
•
,AP
r PRACTICE MAKS; PERFECT,
DARUNG (AND r,,//s- /4"/NO OF
PRACT/CE Ir/LL 80ZAWE LWARZ/E
00685' R/6e4/T
/A/TO MY
HZ/A4S4PY
MIMS; )
By Raeburn Van Buren
•
.;:eellie • sir
••••
-:-....-asso•ersaameea.:10...saatame
roketir "lain
- PAC.: FUL31
KEEP, THIS HANDY
TV
GUIDE
.W ms.uss •Nyrt Trig sea ..satisaia.a.v waossaosswasam......-
•
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SATUdDAY, AUGUST 7, 1954
The LEDGER &NIMES
Television Schedule Week Of Aug. 9 through Aug. 14
Keal Lompention
THIS PHOTO of Maurine Parker,
lg, nate* Utah" in the annual
•Idlsa America" beauty pageant
In Atlantic City, N. J, indicates
other entrants will have real
competition. She's 5-feet-6 us.
weighs 123, measures 35-23-33-
Miss Parker designed her own
wardrobe, (Istiernarsosial)
Call 1054
For Electric Wiring
of All Kinds
- • -
Plan Your
NEW BATH ROOM
with us now
•
Plumbing Supplies
Calhaun Plumbing
& Electric Co.
Phone 1054 101 N. 3rd
WSM-TV- Nashville
MONDAY,
7:00 Ding Nang School
7:30 One Man's Family
7.45 Three Steps to Heaven
800 Home
9:00 Bride and Groom
9 15 Hawkins Falls
910 The Betty White
10:00 Morning Matinee
WOO Devotional Moments
1115 Noonday News
11:30 Kitclaen Kollege
12:00 Kate Smith
1:00 Welcome Travelers
1:30 On Your Account
2:00 Opry Matinee
2.15 Let's Find Out
2:30 Howdy Doody
3:00 Western Corral
4.00 Farm Furrows
4:15 Televisit
5:25 Weather Report
4:30 Tony Martin Show
445 News Caravan
5:00 Name That Tune
5.30 Voice of Firestone
8.00 Dennis Day
8:30 Robert Montgomery
7:30 Who Said That
8:00 I Led Three Lives
130 Mr. and Mrs. North
9:00 Views of the New,
9:15 Sports Roundup
9:25 Do You Know Why
930 Night Watch
TUESDAY -•
":00
7 30
7 45
800
9 00
9 15
9 30
10 00
'100
11.15
1120
12:00
1-0D
1:30 On Your Account
2:00 Opry Matinee
-.LI& -Let- -5' Ind Out
2.30
3:00
4:15
4:25
4.11.•
4:45
5:00
6:00
1130
700
730
8-00
830
900
9 15
925
930
10 00
Show
Ding Dong School
One Man's Family
Three Steps To Heaven
Home
Bride and Groom
Hawkins Falls
Betty White Show
Morning Matinee
Appointment at 12 N ,an
Nionday News
Kitchen Kollege
Kate Smith
Welcome Travelers
Howdy Doody
Western Corral
Fishing Show
Weather Report
Dinah Shore Show
News Caravan
Milton Berle Show
Fireside Theater
circle Theater
Fred Allen Sho w
Life With Elisabeth
B.F.)). Nashville
This Is Your Isk
Views of the News
Sports Roundup
Do You Know Why
Campbell Sou:Nei-stage
Night Watch
WEDNESDAY,
7:00 Ding Dong Schorr
710 One Man's Family
7 45 Three Steps To Heaven
8 00 Home
9 00 Bride and C:oorn
9 25 Hawkins Falls
9.30 Betty White.Show
10 00 Morning Mrtinee
11 00 Devotional Moments
11 15 Noonday News
11.30 Kitchen Kollege
12 00 Kate Smith
1:00 Welcome Travelers
1.30 On Your Account
S-A-V-E
---"•110
Demand
the
Best
In All Your Home Need&
.MI11
Three Ways To Buy
Cash Terms Trade
FURNITURE and APPLIANCES
RILEY
• Your Kelvinitor Dealer sh
510 W. Main St. Telephone 587
2:00 Opry Matinee
2115 Let's Find Out
230 Howdy Doody
3-00 Western Corral
4.15 Fishing Show
4 25 Weather Report
4.30 Eddie Fisher Show
4.45 News Carasir
5-00 Superman
5 30 My Little Margie
6 00 Kraft Theater
7 00 Movie- "Summer norm"
8.30 Racket Squad
9.00 Views of the News
9:15 Sports Roundup
9:25 Do You Know Why
9.30 Stars on Parade
THURSDAY,
7:00 Ding Done School
7:30 One Man's Family
7:45 Three Steps To Heaven
1.100 Home
9:00 Bride and Groom
9:15 Hawkins Falls
9:30 The Betty White Show
10:00 Morning Matinee
11:00 Appointment at 12 Noon
11:15 Noonday News
11:30 Kitchen Kollege
12:00 Harriet Harvey
12:15 Kate Smith
1:00 Welcome Travelers
1:30 On Your Account
2:00 Opry -Matinee
2:15. Let's Fin!' Out
2 30 Howdy Doody
3:00 Western Corral
4:15 Fishing Show
4:25 Weather Report
4:30 Dinah Shore
4:45 News Caravan
5:00 Grouch° Marx
5 30 Ozzie and Harriette
6:00 Dragnet
6:30 Ford Theater
7.00 March of Medicine
7 30 Boston Blackie
8:00 Mr. District Attorney
8.30 I Married Joan .
9 00 Views of the News
9.15 Rasslin With Russ
930 Hit Parade.
FRIDAY, _
7 00 Ding vong ircriao.
7 30 One Man's Family
7 45 Three Steps To Heaven
800 Horne
9 00 Bride and Groom
915 Hawkins Falls
9:30 The Betty White Snow
10:00 Morning Matinee
111..00 Devotional Moment,
11:15 Noonday News
11:30 Kitçen Kollege
12:00 Smith
11:00 e Travelers
120 r Account
2:00 Opry Matinee
215 Let's Find Out
230 Howdy Doody
3:00 Western Corral
400 Sports Review
4:25 Weather Report
4:30 Eddie Fisher
4:45 -News Caravan
5 00 Garroway At Large
5 30 Life of Riley
6.00 The Big Story
6 30 What', In The Nea's
6.45 Jungle Macabre
7.00 Boxing
7 45 Greatest Fights
8 00 To Be Announced
8 15 Steelworkers Addreas
8 30 Story Theater
9 00 Views of the News
it 15 Sports 'Roundup
(Continued en Iasi& page)
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WSIX-TV- Nashville
Conyrieht 1954
MONDAY,
7:45 Morning leruslcal
8:00 Arthur Godfrey
8:30 Strike It Rich
9.00 Valiant Lady
915 Love of Life
9:30 Search for Tomorrow's`
9.45 The Guiding Light ,
10:00 Brighter Day
13:15 Portia Faces Life
10:30 Garry Moore
10:45 Morning Varieties
11:00 Double or Nothing
11:30 House Party
12-00 The Big Payoff
12:30 Bob Groeby
1:00 Woman With A Past
115 Secret Storm
1.30 What's Cookin'?
200 Off The Record
300 Western Party
4 30 Douglas Edwards,
445 Perry Como
5:00 Burns and Allen
5-30 Godfrey's Talent S"outs
6.00 I Love Lucy
8.30 Red Buttons
700 Stupo One
800 Badge 714
8:30 Spotlighting the Newt
8745 Weathermen
8:50 Sportsnightly
900 Summer Theater
1:4••
8:3f
9.00
9:15
9:30
9:45
10 00
10:15
10:30
11:30
12:00
1220
1:00
1:15
TUESDAY,
News
Artnur UM1aRirC,
Strike It Ric'u
Valiant Lady
Love of Life
Search for Tomorrow
The Guiding Light
Brighter Day
Portia Faces Life
Garry Ditoore
Houtte Party
The Big Payoff
Bob Crosby
Woman With A Past
Secret Storm
4:30 Douglas Edwards, News
4.45 Perry Como
5:00 Godfrey and Friends
111:00 Strike It Rich
6:30 I've Got A Secret
7 00 Blue Ribbon Bouts
l.45 Big Playback
8:00 Danny Thomas
8.30 Spotlighting the News
8:45 The Weatherman
8:50 Sportsnightly
9:00 Summer Theater
THURSDAY, .1
7:41 Arthur Cluderey
8.30 Strike It Rich
9:00 Valiant Lady
9 15 Love of Life
9:30 Search for Tomorrow
9:45
10:00
10:15
10:30
11:30
12 00
12:30
The Guiding Light
Brighter Day
Portia Faces Life
Garry Moore
House Party
The Big Payoff
Bob rosby Show
1:00 Woman With A Past
1:15 Secret Storm
1 -30 What's Cookin'?
2:00 Ott The Record
3:00 Western Party
4:30 Dquglas Edwards, News
4:45 Jane Froman
5:00 Pepsi-Cola Playhouse
530 4-Star Playhouse
15:00--- LUX -Video Theater
6:30 Big Town
7:00 Public Defender
730 Place the Face
8:00 TBA
8:30 Spotlighting the News
8:45 Weatherman
8-50 Sportsnightly
9:00 Summer Theater
I- WS
800
8.30
9:00
9.15
FRIDAY, .1
sack Paar Show
Buy That
Strike It Rich
Valiant Lady
Love of Life
1:30 What's Cooktn'? 9 30 Search for 7)rrorrov.
Si S111.111,-.11.e.nard.-
3 00
4:30
4:45
5:00
30
43:00
6:3o
7.00
7:30
8:00
8.30
8:45
8:50
9:00
Western Party
Douglas Edwards, News
Jo Stafford
The Goldbergs
Red Skelton
Meet Millie
Stevense
Danger
Ray Bolger
Break the Bank
Spotlighting the News
Weatheeman
Sportsnightly
Sitmmer Theater
WEDNESDAY, a
7 45 morr.ing 11111Stell
8 00 Arthur Godf:ee
8-30 Strike It R
9.00 Valiant Lady
9 15 Love of Life
9:30 Search for Tomorrow
9:45 The Guiding Light
10 00 Brighter Day
1015 Portia Faces Life
10:30 Garry Moore
104.5 What's our Trouble?
11:00 Double or Nothing
11:30 House Party
12:00 The Big Payoff
12:30 Bob Crosby
1:00 Woman With A Past -
1:15 Secret Storm
1.30 What's Cookin'?
200 Off The Record
3:0U Western Party
10:00 Brighter Day
19.15 Portia Faces Life
10.30 Garry Moore
11:00 Double or Nothing
1 30 House Party
45 Afternoon Varietiet
-00 Big Payoff
:30 Bob Crosby
, :00 Woman With A Par.
-1:15 Secret Storm
'1:30 What's Cooldn'?
700 Off The Record
3-00 Western Party
4:30 Douglas Edwards, News
4:45 Perry Como
5-00 Mama
5:30 Tapper
600 Playhouse of Stars
8-30 Our Miss Brooks
7:00 My Friend Irma
7:30 Col. Humphrey Flack
800 You Asked For It
830 Spotlighting the News
8:45 Weatherman
8:50 Sportsnightly
9:00 Chicago Wrestling
SATURDAY,
7:45 TBA
8:00 Winky Dink and You
8:30 Rod Brown, Rocket Ranger9-00 Big Top
10:00 Wings Over The Sea
10:30 TBA
10:45 Dizzy Dean
(Continued on Inside pa(s)
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HEADQUARTERS
Big Selection
9x12 Widths
Cut Any Size
Final Clearance
Of
LAWN'
FURNITURE
THURMAN Furniture
208 E. Main St. Phone 316
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WMC-TV --- Memphis
MONDAY,
450 Meditation
5:00 Today
5:25 News
5:30 Today
5 55 News
6:00 Today
6:25 News
6:30 Today
6:55 Charm With Cathy
7:00 Ding Dong School
7:30 Betty White
8:00 Home Show
9:00 Bride and Groom
9:15 Hawkins Falls
9.30 Shopping at Home
10:00 3 Steps To Heaven
10:14 Storyland
10:30 Homemakers Program
11:00 News
11:15 Farm News
11:30 Channel Five Club
12:00 Kate Smith
1:00 Welcome Travelers
1:30 On Your Account
2:00 Pinky Lee Show
2:30 Howdy Doody
3:00 Photoquiz
3:15 Berl plswanger
3.30 Stars on Parade
3:35 HA rtoons
4:00 Captain Video 1
4:15 Flicker Comics
425 Weather
4:30 Slim nudes
4:45 News Caravan
5.00 Name That Tune
800 Cisco Kid
6:30 Robert Montgomery
7:30 Vl'ho Said That
8 00 To Be Announced
8.30 News
8 45 Clete, Roberts
9'00 Wrestling
9.30 News
940 Weather
945 To Be Announced
10 45 Sign Off
TUESDAY,
4 50 Meditation
:1241 Today__
5 25- News
5.30 Today
5:55 News
6.00 Today
6'25 News
6.30 Today
6.55 Charm With Cathy
7.00 Ding Dong School
7:30 Betty White
8:00 Home Show
9:00
9715
9:30
10:00
10:15
10:30
11:00
11:15
11 30
12:00
1:00
1:30
2:00
2:30
3:00
3:15
330
4:00
4.15
4:30
-4:45
5:00
8:00
8:30
7.00
Bride and Groom
Hawkins Falls
Shopping at Home
3 Steps To Heaver,
Storyland
Homemaker! Program
News
Farm News
Channel Five Club
Kate Smith
Welcome Travelers
On Your Account
Pinky Lee Show
Howdy Doody
Photoquiz
Berl Olswanger
Superman
Captain Video
Interesting Person
Stars on Parade
News
Milton Berle
Fireside Theatre
Circle Theatre
Judge for Yourself
7
8
8
8
9
9
9
9
10
10
:30 Biff Baker
:00 Mn, Dist. Attorney
.430 Faso News5
Street Corner, USA
.:00 To Be Announced3
News
.45 Weather
Dave Garroway
:15 To Be Announced
:45 Sign Off
WEDNESDAY
4:50 Meditation
5:00 Today
5:25 News
5:30 Today
5:55 News
8:00 Tooay
6:25 News
630 Today
6:55 Charm with Cathy
7:00 Ding Dung School
7:30 Betty White
8:00 Home Show
9:00 Bride and Groom
9:15 Hawkins Falls
9 30
10:00
10:15
10:30
11:00
11:15
1 tilt)
12:00
1:00
1:30
2:00
2:30
3:00
3:15
3:30
3:45
4:00
• 4:15
4:30,
4:45
5:00
Shopping at Home
3 Steps To Heaven
Storyland
Homemakers Program
News
Farm News
Channel Fi se Club
Kate Smith
Welcome Travelers
On Your Account
Pinky Lee Show
Howdy Doody
Photoquiz
Berl Olswangee
To Be Announced
Hartoons
Captain Video
Interesting Person
Eddie Fisher
News
I Married ••oan
5:30 Favorite Story
6:00 TV Theatre
7:00 This Is Your Life
7:30 Playhouse
800 Favorite Story
140 News
8:45 Clete Roberta
9410 Rocky King
930 . ews
9.4.0 Weather
9 45 To Be Announced
10:45 Sign Off
THURSDAY,
4:50 meditirown
5:00 Today
525 News
5:30
5 55
6:00
• 625
630
655
7:00
7.30
800
9.00
9:15
9 30
10:00
10:15
10:30
11:00
11:15
11:30
12:00
1:00
1:30
2-00
This Space
Is Now
Available
To An
Advertiser
An advertiser who has his ad
on this page each Saturday
is assured of a weekly
audience of
10,009 Prospective
Customers
Today
News
Today
News
Today
Charm with Cathy
Ding Dong School
Betty White
Home Show
Bride and Groom
Hawkins Falls
Shopping at Home
3 Steps To' Heaven
Storyland
Homemakers Program
News
Farm News
Channel Five Club
Kate Smith
Welcome Traveler!
On Your Account
Pinky Lee Show
2:30 Howdy Doody
3:00 Photoquiz
15 Berl Olswanger
40 
NO CONTRK YALY1
"SYNCRO-flOW"
'JET
PUMPS
Famous Jacuzzi q114,Ity .imp well
Jet pumps at a new LOW price.'
Delivers up to 560 gallons of
water per hour to your home.
NEIDS NO CONTROL VALVE
New -Syncro-flow- design auto-
matically guarantees maximum
pumping capacity in spite of
changing water level. Patented let
charger presents water logging.
Ste these new deep well jets.
disallow well units, too. Nothing
else like 'ern. Don't settle for lesst
$111.00
ft; Get the Facts!
Before you Puy any ncw
pump or watt( 'yuccas,
check gwith in.
ELROY SYKES
PLUMBING CO.
S. 4th S. Phone 1654
GENTLE REMINDER
TO A
HUSBAND
We haat to mention it.,
but do you realize you
still haven't bought her
that ring? That big .1 I
beautiful diamond you
promised yourself you'd
get her-someday when
you could afford it
And just look how long
ago that was!
Fortunately, it's nev-
er too late to give her
a diamond ring. And
you can make it all
up to her now by being
sure to give her an Art.
carved diamond. Some-
thing bettsr than or-
dinary. tdrsay "Thank
you" for all the years
she's waited so patient-
ly.
Watch how her eyes
will light up when she
sees you've remember-
ed . . . and especially
• when she sees the
famous name Artcarved
Inside the ring! Stop in
today and see our Art•
carved ebrteetion.
PARKERS JEWE1 RI
Marray's oldest--Sinre 1895
Murray Home & Auto Store
urn.
Distributor For
ARMSTRONG Tires, Tubes and Batteries
Offers you the best tire deal in town.
All tires unconditionally guaranteed
in writing.
• 6.00-16, 12 months guarantee $11.88
plus tax
• 6.70-15, 12 m.nths guarantee $12.78
plus tax 7rn4
Complete Selection of
Good Bows and Arrows
Murray Home & Auto
305 East Main St. Telephone 130Q
446.,04.0.• 
-• 
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